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SPORTS: Cronin Introduced as New Cincinnati Coach
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Preschools get high enrollment, quality marks
kaserchp's sinne-kamded pieschool
an for
pagesei asks WO*•the
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for funding per child out of 38 senses
st sib prelundergathe programa.
Although 2004-05 saw a alight
in..rease in Kentucky's pre-kinderpalm tnditi 10 OM ',Act S2.41111 per
child enrolled. it was down from the
SI.Oh7 went per child in 2001-02.
according to the Yearbook. released hy
the National Institute for Elato
of
NIEER
Education Research
Rutgers University.
Mwilyn Hornbeck of the Murray
Head Stan program said. "We partner
‘.• ith I ,,hool distrios and ‘iiir Head
start ,lassnson, arc attested by this
Ile V.• rh,. is ,
..tilltieftUi lot OW •Idie
She added that the annoomeruera
was a %cry strong acknow le,Ignient of
the quality preschiwal program le
'serous k's
Judy Sluehleman. Murray Ctry
s-hools Preschool soordinator. cummoiled. 'this is wookkrlul initiative.
rc
ing 111411I: arld 11111fe eligible
students l'his si....esstul for our gate
w his h has built upon J solid program
and a strong qualii% ot partnerships

Hiss pogrom as ilkelilill to watch
the trammen ef othdeths to the wheals.
she said. It is tea is we them kora."
M widens' mooed this "the
Kentucky 041p1111111111 flt
DI's main at Only Childhood le•lion
big mutative& with soodsmis and
sesessmests to bring evcryese on
hoard. Their work is filtering down to
other pnigrams. km."
She said diaries Vette seeing more
if a focus as surly childhood. This o
a sound. research-bawd. data-dnven
educational program for young children
Hurahask said outcomes am mcias.
wed aed strengths roe determined
orthathece is provided to the
'Mil pogram has strong fanuiLv ...Ali
and it .ets the stage fix each
ievolvesmat." she said.
Jason Scartiosgli. pnticipal .c - Callow ay Cooney preschool. said.
'Kentucky does ma well with the
National lassiaise for Early Eilliention
Research Yearbook. I am scry proud of
the quality educational program in
what
Kentucky and eves:tails
Calloway Camay Schools otters to its
youngest ismiss. h is es ident in the
report ist had* is an issue in
Karnak as most shies
Vellseray Cowry Preschool is no
hmited resources.
energise•
stall is conunitlinibrifilt. our
GREG TRONISAAmerI Timm Phoic.
ow anowono.vAwn
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11111111.11 in SIM One flintiest; and help Jason Scarbrough, principal at thsCalloway County preschool says Kentucky and CathelithgCSIMMIthill.111112ins haila swag foundation If rr their ers when the quality of preschool services is considered
edicadeadowerw.piesshool-aged children of Calknsay
contprehensi‘c wrap-around sets ices to dents and their families
He Wed. Knaincky sad Calkiway its students We has e J family
Preschool taculty County In the future it may he possiler
11 Mawr. when the
Coially isrer
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Center. Head Start Family and staff are committed, as all ot our ro do si. hut tor no.. I •Afl honestly say
servi.cs is consid- Resource
quality at
childcare services, a districts educator., to our students It
Ser.ice
Supports.
ered. Far instance. the Cal kn.ay very ins obeli parent teacher group, and would he great it we resets ed an
County Preschool Head Start otters
increase in order to serse more ;i1 the III See Page 2A
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Senate passes
prima!, seat-belt
proposal Friday

Marshall plan may
mean scaled down
MISD program

tttm

ning by August A likation is yet
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
to he determined. but Ws likely
Staff Writer
not going to he at the
Murray Independent's drop
lhattenyille high school
out presention program is going
Knight said no Marshall
to he scaled down. aiming to
students attended
County
ser'st. the district's at-risk stuMurray's program in 2004-05
dents and not necessarily those
hut 10 were enrolkd this year.
from neighboring districts
based on his non-resident
Stun-as Learning .kcademy
with
enrollment contracts
is in a transition stage tor the
Murray. which he 'MOLY.' al lin
coming sehool ear because
the past eight year. of Murray
Marshall County has decided hi
learning Academy's existence
sun J siiiiil.ii program for its
Rogers said some Marshall mu
student. 01 the 40-50 students
dents were at Murray for at least
at MLA. only about 15-20 are
part of last year's school yea(
Murray kids with the majority
hut the non-resident contra,As
of the rest coming from
are usually submitted in the tall
Marshall
"%hat we haye on record is
-1-.Yen district needs to he
we had no Marshall County stu
responsible for their own.dents attending Murray Then
Murray Superintendent Hob
we look up the nest year and
Rogers said -Thars what it
have over 10 We see something
to
looks like Marshall is trying
happening.- Knight said in a
Its my understanding the
do
tekphone inter-stew Thursday
migration started last year and
" If we haw that many .10
. that it halkioned this year ••
dent. in need. its something we
County
Marshall
should him: done before
Superintendent Steve Knight
said his district hopes to hoc an
alternative program up and run •See Page 2A
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PLANT IDENTIFICATION
,tpe design clan during a mini-field
Counh,, rnrir, Schooi mstr„, t,; srfofuls
I ••-ous FalwON said he takes the stutop Fnday afternoon to the kl,irray State Uniyer
dents on the outing each ear during spring breco .'seek He said students have been
studying plant identification and would learn approximately 60 plants
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Authorities: Minister's wife confessed to killing
sl.1.511.R. Icon
minister's wife was charged
Friday with shooting her husband to death in the parsonage
in a crone that shocked the congregation and shattered the couple's happy and loving image.
Mary Winkler. 32. was
arrested on murder charges and
confessed to the slaying after
fleeing to Alabama in the family num.an with the couples
three young daughter... authorities said.
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FRA%latiRT Ks AP,
the Sewer passed legislation
1-nito to toughen Isenius
seat-belt law and require Siting
IBM hi weal helmets when rid
mg all lelrarll .chicks
ILI%
President
Serljle
Williams took the lead in re% is
ing the seat-belt proposal. *hi, •
polite io pull os
moionsts simply lot tailing •
buckle up
•1111liar nicasurc has hec
stuck in the House tor weeks
-1 an cons owed that the is C41
lug ist seat hells saws Its es And
inturies.'
sef1011•
Williams. k - gullies% ilk. said
during J lengthy &hate
The hill. *huh passed 22-15
also would require youngsiers
under Its to strap on helmet,
'item% er aboard AT%• The
Senate stripped out a Matt'
sempt ion that would
allowed
wheelers without helmets w h,

509N 121112 (by Mao • 794121
9161

4
Bureau
Tennessee
Investigation agent John Mein
said authorities know the m00% e
for the killing. hut he would not
disclose it He said police did
not helie.c it was infidelity, but
he would not comment on
whether Mars Winkler had
accused her husband of abuse
"'tin PaPerNolkied no hint of a
naitise
Her husband of 10 yews.
Matthew Winkler. a pomithr NMI
charismatic 31-year-old preach-

$200

fundamentalist t hristian kinuell a MCINinn% ilk shers
church, was found dead in a Madhya Winkler had lima a
south monist..m hetore owning hi
hed100111 al the •ouple s horns.
16 inkier'•
Selmer. said Malt" ‘
Wednesday night in Sehner,
town of ahow 4,h00 in western AITes1 was a shtick
The% were a good Chnstiat
lennessee
Mehl- said that the couples I amil. They al* av • seemed
daughter, were at the hon.(' happy she said
when their lathe, was shot and
Alter a daylong search. Mar.
that authorities had lound the Winkler and het daughters were
weapon used to kill him \lehr tound Thursday night leasing
would not gi%c an% further restaurant in ()range 14ca...h
details
rod. Woodlee .1 member •0 •See Pap 3A
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SININIFIrehiltaises
Casermy camp obspeirs

Department
• A ungle-vehiste marry wash was reported at 8.55 am
Thursday on Ky. 94 East about 12 miles out of town. EMS.
Murray Rae Depenment and Calloway County Fire-Rescue also
responds&
•A buvywee reported at a Navigator Drive house at 758 am
Thuredsy. A awe wee opened.
•A osier from Diuguid Drive reported at 10:48 am Thursday her
au bashed in by .bet. The vandalism complaint was referred to
Murray Police Department.
•An animptsdlnastagy treamation on Ky 94Eastatl 02 p.m.
Thursday. A cam was awned.
• An injury crash VMSpwU.d at 7 59 p.m. Thursday on
Rockwood Road EMS. MFD and CCFR also responded.
• Vandatiem le•fence on Cook Store Trail wee reported at 8.48
p.m. Thursday tor Me third Iima this week. A third-degree criminal ndsoldsl awe ass'pima
• A One MI on aonnosne an Bethel Road at 8:34 mm
Wednesday. EMS esespatlad the subsici to the hospital.
Calloway County Flon-floious and Murray Fire Department also
responded.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
•A brush tire was reported at 1227 p.m 'Thursday on Tan Court
Maw Paw Dopionnant
• Edna petrol WIN rethmthed Wednesday during Ms afternoon
and
JnlJ shifts because of a burglary repotted Tusedey at
Angst's
inthellthed Wednesday at Rowan-Clark
• Eon patrol
becalm an anhydieue ter& is now in bent of the cAlloe and
someone has bean Mane anhydrous ammonia from P.
• Someone came into the station at 942 a.m. Wednesday to
report a theft
• Stolen bicycles were reported at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital emergency room at 10:10 p.m Wednesday
• Theft and cnminal mischief were reported at 7 48 a m
Thursday at 1510 Sandy Pine Dnve Extra patrol was requested
for late night and early morning hours because such mordents
were frequent at that address
• Cnminal mischief was reported at 10 53 a m Thursday at Red
Oaks D-3
• A vehicle was vandalized at Orscheln at 11 45 a m Thursday
•A burglary was reported at 215-K Brentwood Drive at 2 55 p m
Thursday
• A theft was reported at Peddlers Mall at 3:26 p m Thursday.
• A theft from a unit at C Storage was reported at 4 01 p.m.
Thursday
• A prowler was reported at 801 Broad St at 8.11 p m Thursday
-- Information is obtained from reports. togs
and citations from vanous agencies

Personalizing your PC
this week we me cosemaissig
our di•cusalue of Maims XP
ups and nicks by peassealisag
yaw pc. Mises XP is copal*slaw dip.aid the best
nein is the Minnesil MY you
Igor so de Ibises the fres. Over
the nest few weeks we we
going to he us* acme of
Microsoft's own help papa
trom the ads
amsIng Your %dip
Illeaduramok
Windows XP contains
selection of backgrounds you
can choose from to customise
your computer desktop You
can also capture photos and
other graphics on the Web and
use them as your background
cUstOlati/e your desktops
background:
I. Click Start and then click
Control Panel
2. Click Appear:met and
Themes.
Under Pick a USA. dick
Change the desktop hack -

rowed.
4. On the Desktop talk do
one or more of the !Moraine
• In the Color bin, select a
%obit
• In the Background list.
deck a background picture In
die Position list. click ('enter
Tile, Of Stretch to define how
your pion will be displayed
•Click Browse to Wart.h
for a heckpound picture in
other folders or on other dny es
You can Use flies with the following extensions: .timp.
Jog. kids. peg. or .hun. In the
Position list. click Center. Tile.
or Stretch to define how your
picture will be displayed, and
then click OK or Apply
• It you want to use a picture troni a Web site, on the
site. nght-click the image. and
then click Set as Desktop
Background.
•To see a colored background you must select none
from the Background dropdown menu Also, if you
choose an .him document as

your background picture the
Potation options are Uttiik 411 able; Maud. the .hun document ansomatically stretches to
fill dee entire hacksrowiti

Add a diseId

*fillf planning the'program
to house about 35-40 students.
Knight really hopes programs
geared toward freshmen at
M('HS will dwindle the need
tor any son ot program tor atrisk children
"We haw discussed an alterstr

str

42
42

tr

natise high school for awhile.he said "It wasn't until this year
that we noticed students going
any ss here tor an alternatise high
school •
The other concern for
Murra official. is how the test
scores from the program's student. affect Murray High and
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CANDIDATE
FORUM
Meet the candidates in the
May 16" Democratic Primary
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* Nlonda.s., March 27 — 6:00 pm
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Weaks Community Center
at

7th &

Poplar Streets

featuring candidate..for:
Magistrate i)istricts I. 2. 3 and .4
.Judge Executive
Sheriff
Circuit Court Clerk
Commonwealth Attorney
County Attorney
',aunty Court Clerk
Property Valuation Administrator
Jailer
U.S. Congress
Kentucky House of Representatives
...

Refreshments provided -

Paid tOr by Calloway C.ounly Dentocralie Party
1711i ,Ifagnolia. ,Ilurruy. Ky.
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•Senate ...
From Front
doing tarm work
The seat-belt and ATV helmet
pros isions were attached to a
House-passed hill that would
increase testing to detect lead
poisoning among children.
House Speaker Jody Richards.

1)-Howling Green, said he
thought the House would look
fay orahly on the seat-belt. ATV
helmet and lead testing provision. But he said the emissions
language leoparthied the inerall hill's chance.
1 suspect that would dr.t ii
down.- he said

III MLA ...
From Front

ow Sow

Brighten your work area
when your computer is idle by
adding a colorful screen saser
Windows XP contains a large
seleciwin
To COOONC a %Creel, ..41%Ct
I Cita Start, and then click
Control Panel
2 Click Appearance and
Themes.
A Under Pick a task. click
Choose a screen wiser
4 On the Screen Sioer tab.
in the Screen sa•er list. click
the screen %e'er you want.

3. Click Preview to view
the screen saver ter a few seconds native your mouse or
press
any tray so end the
pfeVartat,ind thee dick
SOM.% us cusionnze isa behavlot
h When you are satisfied
with your choice. click OK.
Want a screen saidt with
extra personality 'Choose My
Pictures Slideshow from the
dinip-4,14W. it menu. and then
click Settings to add fasonte
photos from your hard dnse.
tlo team how to sate photos.
check out Get Stoned with
Digital Photos., Or. display a
tat onte saying by choosing
Marquee Click Settings to
enter test 4nr1 lu.tionuir heha,
tor
Next week MC will continue
custom/mg our ix Please send
!roUf questions of counents
about the column to the_ pcdo,
tore,charter net And remember A data backup a day help.
keep the P(' Doctor away

the district. The current set up
means the standardlied . test
scores - which in some t'ases
determine how federal funding
can he used
Off lumped an
with those at MHS. Changing
the prognun to something like
districts' afiernafise
other
schools would keep the scores
in the district's oserall assessment hut not include them with
Murray's average.
Independent
The Mtlfia
Board of Education heard a
lengthy discussion about the
alto-name program at its (TICCIing earlier this month Roger.
and at least some hoard memhers had hoped Marshall County
would partner to keep the program effectively the sank: hut
haw each district take its own
test scores in its calculations.
'I didn't see any henelit from
either system. We'd still hase
leasing
Marshall
students
County tor Murray They still
hase that nght
wanted to

*
*
*
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offer them something here
Whether they .,come here is their
It's
choice." Knight said "
not a competition thing at all
just trying to pros ide for
We
Marshall County students as
hest as we can"
In past years. Murray
Learning Academy has been
tunded through Workforce
Ins cstment At and the Jobs for
Kentucky Graduates grants_
Roger. said Thursday morning
the last he heard from Kentucky
Department of Education official. was that the test scores
belong to the district unless the
regulations are changed. Until
then the district will balance test
WOW.. and help students.
"Unless I hear something
from the state department that
say. how the test scores sit
wouldn•t ads ersels affect our
district, then we won't apply for
the grant." Rogers said.
Rogers said MLA Director
Karen Munell told students and
their parents of the likely
change during conferences
Wednesday In J brief linen rew
Daniell called their reaction.
'des :1st:ming "

•Preschools ...
From Front
that we are pros'ding a highquality sers ice while receo mg
less tunds than needed."
Scarbrough said.
-The quality of Kentucky 's
program is guile good.- said
NIEER Director Ati
Stine
Barnett. "and the state ranks in
the top I() states lot enrollment
ot A- and -I-year olds But morc
than two-thirds of the state's
children don't hate access to
this high-quality program leas ing too many children without
the benefits that help them sui•
ceed in kindergarten and
hesond."
Since NIEER began retwInmg on state-funded preschool
programs in the 2(X)l-02 school
year, the national picture has
brightened somewhat. Despite
difficult times for state budgets,
the Yearbook showed that state
spending on preschool nationwide grew hy 7 5 per‘ent e‘en
abler adjusting for inflation. The
tx states, which now fund programs. seine more than K00.000
3- and 4-year-old ehildren.
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GREG TRAVIS/180w & Tones Photo
Kimberly Reynolds a teacher at the Willis Early Childhood
Center one of three facilities in the Murray Preschool,Head
Start Program_ reviews.Preschool materials Friday afternoon
at the board office of the Murray Independent Schools

IRA Deadline
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"-This represents an astounding Jump of 16 percent in enrollment during those tour years."
said Barnett "Howeser. 12
states still base no state-tended
preschool programs and, over
the four year period, funding
shortfalls produced enrollment
declines in I I state*
"It is clear that tew states
treat pre-kindergarten As real
he delis ere,' in
education
good and had financial times.he added. -This pattern ol
expansion and contraction is
unfortunate A stable, highly
effecuye. edusattonal system
for young children will remain
out of reach as long a. policy makers find it acceptabli.• to cut
preschool education a heneYer
the economy enters a downturn
Research shows that highgualihi preschool impro.e• later
high school graduation rates and
college attendance, employ mem
and earning.. e.en marriage
rates It lessens future crime and
delinquency and unhealthy
behaviors like smoking and
drug use. In economic term.
high quality preschool returns
the MMs idual and the public up
to a $17 on esery SI insested
''Given the importance of
children's early years and the
contributions of quality preschool education to children's
future success, it is difficult to
understand how talky': to make
these investments can Ise justified." Barnett noted
The full Yearbook is JI,a11able at www.nicer.org.
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SUNDAY, MARCH 26
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'Community Kidz Karnival

Men s Haircuts S9 On Kednesday!

12

p.m. — 2 p.m.
(Balloons, Games, Candy, Clowns,
Prizes, Face-Painting, Puppets)
•

Elm Grove Baptist Church

•

Trang Goard & I•atto c•nottl

ILLUSIONS

6483 State Rt. 94E • Murray, KY • (270)753-7321
Rides Avoid:Yee - Call For Information

•

Magic Show
2 p.m.

Full Service Hair & Nail Salon

TANNING COMING SOON!
I ocated in the New August Moon Building • 1550 Lowes Drive Suite A
-1.7-0000 • Mon.-Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 9-5 • All WALK-INS Welcome! Call today for
your appointment!

•

Christian Magician
Dr Jerry Burgess

•

Youth Concert &
,r4,:;t7p

rev.

3 p.m.
(Prizes. 1-Shirts Gory

••'

•

• . •.•
• ..
•• •

•
••

Fun!)

AU- — 1014W
•

Pizza Blast
5 p.m.

••••!•-•
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II Wife ...
From Front

kiLmtaa,dssag
,t, Rita Kirdsong. 46.

CM. Ms 55

u.y Favaime

The funeral for Col John Hollow Ay Pon* will inn 340 aim titan'
Ctucagso. III . died
Wednesday March 22. 2006. at het home Her be Monday at II ata. at Pima Wand hhilhadiss Orange Bandi Polito Clint
Billy Wilkins said the had tani
Church Res Itkisard Sonia Mg officiate
death ...is due to natural causes.
ed
be
a candy us the bench
pallbearers
will
Active
She was disabled and of Baptist faith She was
Charlet Gillian. Ron Lucas. Jim Timm* rine the siaytag
hunt Oct 2. 1939. in Hammond. Ind Her mother
Niks, Brandon Faughn. Mart
She agreed to he returned h,
Beivic Jones Russell. preteded her in death
Faughn. Frank Henderson. Ken Tornessee and arrive on
Survism* include one daughter. lireanna
Henderson and Toni Gardner 5—
Russell. Princeton, her lather foe Coleman
Honorary pallbearer% will be Dr
bteanna
The three guts
Birdsong. sod bruther. Joe C Birdsong Jr. both of Larry Gina. Dr. hie Row. Di Gene Garfield. Dr. I; Mary Alice. h. and PaIncm.
Farouk U.John Homo. Larry Nista. la Winn — will be seas beck ti
Cash, seserei arab and unties.
The tumoral will be Sum* at 2 pm in the Rose. Robert Prince. Frank Kertini. %install) Ford TleaSalift to him with dam
Bunal will follow in the Maple pastrami arandpaients. mod
dispel of Goodwin Amend Home Inc. UAW and Hogli
Canintry
in Manhall Count. with full Dim Id Whetstone. in Juno
**PI
Res. Jack Lama will 011.1681e. Burial will follow
military ides at the gsaveside.
attorney in Baldwin Counts.
in the Matheny Cemetery in the I and Between the
Visitation will he at J.H. Churshill ltuieral where 0 Judge held a enstod)
Lakes
Home from 5 to X p.m. Sunday anti al the 4. hUrlit hearing Enda)
Misusing.' will he at the !mend home atter 11 alter 10 a.m. Monday
-11 was important these kids
a.111 Sundas
were placed in a losing and
Espressions of sympathy may be made to the
ens moment
John H Faughn Scholarship Pend. 106 monhostik
Deselopment Center, Murray Slate University. Whetstone said
Matthew Winkler s lather.
Murray, KY 42071; or First Untied Methodist
Roy Looms Thsaesse
Vi inkier, attended the cusDan
Church
Youth
Fund,
303
Maple
St..
Murray.
KT
The funeral for Roy Eugene Thompson was
42071; or Hospice. Murray -Calktway Coma, tody hearing and spoke to
today (Saturday ) at II a m in the chapel of J.H.
reporter. afterward
Hospital. 1103 Poplar St.. Murray. Ky.
Churchill Funeral Horne John I/ale and Mike
'Thank you tot your lose
Col. Faughn. 84. Westgate Dove. Murray. died
Ini' officiated
ilturidsy. Malt* 23. 2006. at 4:50 p.m. at hi. support and prams.- he said_
"Now we want ko turn our Allen
Pallbearers were Mtihjel Tune. home His death followed an estended illness.
He was a retired colonel in the United States AU non to remembering our son
Adam Tune. Clayton tune.
William Hufshs. left Hagan and Ed Force He enlisted in the t ..S Alf (Aims in 1442. and to the k:1141C Of three young
chitdren
'Thompson Burial %as in the became a pilot and .ommander of a 13-24 bomber.
Mary Winkler. who stands c
and flew 25 combat mission. ,ner tiermany in
Murray City Cemetery
World Wu II He sersed in both the Korean toot-3 and weighs 120 pounds
Mr Thompson. 76. Stonetrest [)rise. Alms, Conflict and Vietnam War and conducted tour
was led into the .usiody hearing
died Thursday. March 23. 200h. at 5:13 p.m at tours of duty with the Office of Special Friday, but she did not respond
I 011ftles Hospink Paducah.
Imestigations Direcetonite/HQ betonr retiring to questions horn reporters
Members sit the 1. ourth
An Army solemn of the Korean Conflict. he with the rank ot colonel in 1476. He was honored
Street
Church of Christ lound
with
an
appointment
in
the
Alf
Cl
IMMA114.1
and
Staff
was retired welder for the Illinois Central Gulf
Matthew V.inAkf hod) alter
Railroad He attended fikndale Road Church of College at Maxwell Air Force HAW in Alabama
he missed a Vrednesday esetung
Has mg earned his master's degree from
Chnst. Murray. and was a member sit the Seterans
Michigan State trusersity. he mined Murray State .ers ice The slaying of the third
of Foreign War% Post in t'entralia. III
l'nesersity's laculty in 1476. set-Yeti as direkitil si generation minister shocked
(Me sister. Anna Mane V.ilium.. and one the C'nnunal Justice, and was awarded the MSI
those who knew him
Winkler was hired at the
brother. Ora I Tommy Thompson. both preceded Regent.' Award for Teaching Eitcellence. His stuhim in death Born Aug 17. 14.2u, he wa. the sou dents and colleagues created a scholarship in his 200-member church in February
of the late Loren lliompson and Calhe Eby honor upon his retirement He was a member_ of 2005 The ...congregation quickly
t;AlfIC
lose his by-the-book
First United Methodist Church. Murray,
Thompson Hudson.
Ckte sister. lean Henderson. preceded him in sermons said Wilburn Ash, an
Surtisors include his wife. Mrs. Delnia
death Born Feb, 17. 1422, in Marshall cowry he cider
flioechpsiite one daughter. Mrs Shonica Tune and was th.ii son of the late Speer Faughn and Grace
(lnuch memhers also took to
husband. Mike. Annandale. Va one sister. Mrs Prince 3'aughn
. his seile. whom they destnbed
Lorena Dunnigan. Topeka. Kan one Higher. Ed
Sursts"ort include his wife. Mr, Marilyn E. aas a quiet unassuming woman
Thompson and wile. Carol. Springdale. Ark . Faughn. one daughter. Mrs. Catherine Faughn who was a substitute teacher at
three grandthildren. Michael Tune, Adam Tune Lowe and husband. Toney, and one granddaughter. an elena-ntary %chitot
Before mos mg to Selmer
and wile. Kimberly. and Clayton Tune. two great. Victoria Grace Lowe. all of Lexington. one son.
Matthew %inkier taught Bible
Harold
John
S.
Ames.
brother.
Faughn.
Iowa.
one
grandi hildren. Brooks Tune and Isabella tune
,:lasses part -link: at Boyd
P. Faughn and wife. Edna. Howell. Mich
Christian School. a Church of

Correction

ii

tainarimainwin

Due to a reporter's ann. a
recent story updating the tutus
negotiation
of
contract
between Vanderbilt Chemicals
and the United Steel Worker..
40$74 shoukl hate cited Ihsain
Bell. union president. as noting
their %few of the two main
issues of difference as tieing the
company s desire to trecre the
defined benefits pension plan
and approsirnately tripk the
oust of health insurance.—

CAN YOU HEAR BUT DON'T
UNDERSTAND WORDS?
A tree otter of

•
buido not
has been announced by 801one A non°Waling mot* of Its arialser IMMone ad at S land sill be pan
atootinnif tree to anyone who an tor Ihis free model now
Send for Pus mods put onion ever it in the privacy of your own
home lath show you how any hewing heip can be 11 is not a real
nearing ad and it's yours to imp fres The actual aid sisephs less
than an ogmh of an ounce and irs as at ear Wei. in one unit
The
med., are tree. 00 Mt suggest you twin for yours noy.
Again, we inpunt. Ihnra is an mist and Ciellrank no Cit&geliOn A'
hearing problems are not Mae and some cannot be Napa by
heating aid but many can So send tor your aro model
Thousands have alralidy been Wavered so be sure to write
Paducah Hearing Aid Service. 918 Broadway PO Box 2421-

'11

.1)

cloudy
Saturday Partly
Highs around 50 Northwest
winds 5 to 10 mph
night Partly
Saturday
cloudy Low. around 30 North
winds 5 mph
Sunday Partly cloudy Highs
in the lower 50% Northeast
winds 5 mph.
Sunday night Partly cloudy
Lows in the mkt Mk Southeast
winds 5 to 10 mph
Monday. .Mostly cloudy with
.;0 percent chance oI light ram
showers Highs in the upper CO.
night...Mostly
Monday
cloudy with a 40 percent chance
of light showers Lows in the
lower 40s.
cloudy
Tuesday...Partly
Highs in the aid Ms.
Toss* a* and wednesday .Padly dew*. Lows in the
lower 40s Hight ie tie mid fibs.
Wednesday night through fnday Mostly cloudy with a 10
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms Lows in the
impel ails Highs in the mid hOs

Ms

Baldwin Shinn dOpuliao load Mary Winkler into the Saloom
County Setallie Courthouse m Foley. Al. Friday MIK
Tennessee alkali is.tirel-degree murder charges ape*
the wile of shin Tennessee mellow WM,* Widest Mary
V•InIder vies found wilh the couple's three young daughters
laNi Thuredri in Orange Beech. AS.. 340 miles south or their
home in Selmer. Tenn lialtheis Winkler was found deed
Wednesday when he tailed 10 show up tor a scheduled church
service
Christ-affiliated school in
Mt:Mims-ilk Principal Es a
Ferrell said Winkler was a good
teacher and %mined to base
-strong. solid (1111.a Ian Mal
nAge
-Matt had it
Ferrell said
-He was handsome lk was lull
iii FICIN0114111) lie w
•111411
But most importantly he had a
good. Chf04601 sOlal
Mar) and Mottle% Winkler
were Awned in Ito% They had
rile'
atI'reed-Hardemami
nisersity. a Church of Christ
affiliated school in Henderson
where Matthew s father was an
athunet professor Mar) took
education classes. .uid Matthew

took Bible .lasse. Neither
graduated
Star) Winkier's father. who
still
in her hometown ot
knoss ilk Tenn declined to
:imminent Friday when reached
to% The .issociated Press
Churches -,f Christ don't
,onsisk themselses a stemma
nal1010
Cf‘ i.,;Offrrelpe1011
is sell -go-serried bs J group.ot
Auras elders Kin nn'y
is hehese the Bible should he
interpreted literally and that
hatitisrn is essential tot
flalfl The. AM also hound hit not
allowing instrurneill.,'
during NCI% NV,

FOR PROJECTS "'ROY/VD Pie Atome
WE CAN HEIP.
,
OVER 500 PRoovas To RfAir./

SCAFFOLDING
CONCRETE
EQUIPMENT

SCISSOR LIFTS &
BUCKET LIFTS

FLOOR
FINISHING
EQUIPMENT

Paducitt. KY 42002
NAME,_.

Town Crier

Forecast

.4 :.N0

understand words

Murra‘ Ledger & rimes
stn.es to ensure accurate and
tau reporting. howeser mistakes occasionally occur It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
To frpOrl a hews mistake Of error. please call 7531416.

NOTICE
• The MurrayCalloway
County Transit Authority
Board will meet Monday in a
special meeting at 11 a m at
the Weeks Center
IR The South 641 Water
District will meet Monday at
4:30 p.m. in Me district dhm.
•The Murray City Council
finance committee will moot
to begin the annual budget
process at 5:15 p.m April 11.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

specie,
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ADDRESS —
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BACKHOE
FRONT END LOADER &
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200 East Main Street • 753-8201
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No doubt about it - agriculture technology has changed over the years. But at
The Murray Bank. our commitment to agriculture has not. Whether you need new equipment
or help with your next crop. we invite you to stop in The Murray Bank and visit one ofour
local agriculture loan officers. Youllfind their commitment to workingfor you is
stronger than your Grandaddy'sfavorite tractor. And more reliable, too!

Members il Purchase Ares Anhui.: Tractor Cleft with Senior
Esceanse Vice Ptesident Koh Hararme

ICC
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The MultiVolumed
South

A

Back in 1989. the Unisersity of Mississippi's Center for the
Study id Southern Culture published a martunoth hook. The
Encyclopedia of Southern Culture Covenng several hundreds of
topics researched and wntten b dorens of scholars, the hook &fin
itisely answered the gnawing question. "Is there such J thing as The
South att‘s more
L'overft'd the landscape. captunng the diversity.
the eureents. and the eras of the region esen as it demonstrated its
unities and timotieness it-our of the entries were written by our rid,•st daughter Skh. %%Js the ('enter's first undergraduate intern, so we
had a special interest in the
hook.
The hook has heen cited
.4) often that It feels todas
that this landmark in
Amenean regional studies
was published much longer
ago than 17sear' 'Mc ;lea
Southern Sew
demi. field of Southern
Studies was in its birth
throes w heir the book appeared. and in its influential aftermath, '.es
o-al new 4.1egree programs, some at the undergraduate lesel and others at- the graduate lesel. were initiated and hase prospered at seseral tithe' unisersines and Colleges At fl /k Miss itself the master's
program in southern studies, tor which the encyclopedia is a seduc
use ads enisement. has attracted inereased numbers of applicants
and educated a eadre of bright setiol.us including OUr oungem
daughter) who are ha‘ mg assorted good impacts on southern
regional research
But what has mi.wle the flook seem older than it really is has been
the exponential expansion of mown Imo things southern The fields
of southern literature. sociology. history, loodways. religion. politic-al science, and economies haw bulged with new insights and
ins esti tzations in recent times, and the mounting mound ot information ais)tit the South is s't 41Th:ums
the t4fts", eneyelopecha was already so big that children use it as
hOostel seal at the dining room table and readers hesitate to make
it bedside reading hey Just* it Is tis heasy to hold comfortably It all
the new data about the South gathered in the last l' years were
added to it, it would he as large as a Ilhfar) dletIOnars and require
its ow ti stand
Mat updated and re% ised southern information does need to he
added to the classi% eneyelopesha -rhat is precisely what is tieing
done as the hook is earetully resised user the next few years under
the title. The New Vas yelopedia u4 Southern Culture. published
again. as in its first Intalna11011. h) the l'msersity of North Carolina
Press
tel the original entries will reappear unchanged. others
will reappear hut wilt
ised too., and still others will appear for
the first time Similarly. some of the original edllOrs and writers
will reappear. but seseral new ones will he added the General
Editor is again Charles Reagan Wilson. who edited the original yot.
ume with William Fl Ferris as co-editor Wilson is also the director
it the Center
howeser. the hog hook will become sescral hooks,
issued penotheally Paperback editions of the solumes will make
them less experoase. less Ilea% y. and More V.Idel as al :INC Then:
will he 24 %ohmics in all
g ncultu re and Industry. Architecture.
Art. Education. Ens ininment. Ethnicity h4kliie. I-midways.
Gentle!. Geography. History . Language. Law and Politics.
Literature. Media, Musk. Myth. %tanners. and Memory . Race.
Recreatitin. Religion. Science and Medicine. Social Class:
Urnantiatitin: and N hlience
Volume I. Religion, lust now available. was edited bySantuel
S MIL professor emeritus of religion at the t ni.ersny ol Florida
and editor a few years hack of his own Encyclopedia of Religion in
the South It ow ens the religious waterfront 1 USC that word ads isedl
KaPlIsm is a major topic throughout the solumer
Snakeharidling and religious hniaskaming reappear front the first
elle1Clopedla. but theft' art.' whole new treatments ot Name
American. Latino. %sum New Age. and Islam religions ri the
South Authorities like Kentucky's Loyal Jones and Alabama's
Way tie Hyrit add sip tug authonty to this first %Mum':
The other 2; %Aims:s will dribble out user the next five years.
making purchasing relatis el) painless Al under SA/ a volume for
paperbacks and $44) tor hardbacks Get started eollectine them now.
and look forward to the 21 yet to come.

Larry
McGehee
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Property rights among issues addressed
When we :miscued on
Monday tel last week, only
about three diven of the more
than 1.000 hills tiled lor consideration this session had been
passed hy both chambers and
sent to the Gos emit,- for ho
signature However. hy the
time we ashounied last Friday.
that number had grown to riser
a hundred hills sent to the
Goseroor and almost thins
signed into law.
The volume ot legislation
we passed required House and
Senate members to &side
more time to floor proceedings
in order to gm: each hill proper consideration. But, while we
&soled a great deal of lime to
working as a full House, legislause committee meetings
were few and tar between
since such a short period of
time is left before we adjourn
the 2.006 General .Assembly for
a final time on April H
../miong the legislation we
passed and sent to(ros color
Fletcher tor his signature were
Iwo hills focused on the 'AMC
goal protecting protests and
other disnionse Ischia, tor at
funerals. memonal Set-Vices or
hunal scrs ices. Sadly, we had
to pass this legislation alter
members tit a Kansas group
began protesting military
funerals throughout the nation
Members from both chambers
worked in a bipartisan manner
to ensure that Kentucky 's fallen soldiers could he turned
with proper respect The hills.
im 1.1.1 and SH ni, would prohibit an% protests or other disrupfise beha% tor within .410
feet of any funeral. memonal
sers ice or burial serN lie

In addition, we passed all
important piece of law that
would protect the rights of
property owners throughout the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
The measure, HIrl MK would
present the gosemment from
using the right of eminent
domain to take pro ate property
in order to promote pri% ate
ectimunic deselopment
began working to look al
ketuucks 's eminent domain
laws after the t S Supreme
Court ruled last sear that go%
emmems could use eminent
didnam to seite property from
one owner iii order to help
another pro ate owner for eco
Donne des clopment
Specifically. HK 50a requires
that eminent domain is used
only tor protects that benefits
the public directly. like road
construction and other government protects
Me House also moved final
passage on an important eke
non hill that would present
pay mg 'tido'duals who register
Kentuckians to suite based on
the number 4)1 people they reg
too- This practice. called -pay
per % rde.- has become a
national election problem and
led to a number of registration
issues and challenges during
the last election The hill
would not present campaigns
that promote Soler registration.
nor paying %oder registration
workers tor the time they
spend Howeser, by eliminating the conunission based -pay
per card" process. we Mas he
able to prevent future problems
like falsified or duplicated
cards
Our most %trim-rabic

Rep.
Melvin
Henley
R-awfay
Kentuckians recers ed our
attention as we passed SH 174,
legislation that would require
physicians and psychologists to
he sonsulted before someone
ith mental retardation is emunutted insoluntanly for treat
mem By allowing those with
the training and experience to
consult and sent) that eommit
ted the inch% idual to a mental
inquest ward. we Call ensure
that these decisions arc go en
the proper consideration
Senate Bill 174 also creates a
central resource and referral
center, operated hy the state.
that would prostyle h4dh a toll
tree phone line and a website
to sene those taking eare III a
special needs child
In addition to the work done
on the House Floor, a free conference C01111111111CC was
appointed to work out a compromise between the House
Budget and the Senate Budget.
etimmitter: us comprised of
members tel hoth
par•
tie' from both chambers and I
spent a great deal tel time
ensuring that the committee
was aware of inn eommunit%
budget priorities the Free
Conference Committee on II 14
IMO met most of Enday and
planned to meet most of last
weekend in order to pros Ide Us
with a tinal sermon tel the
budget

Conference and free confer
owe committees are aimed at
working out a compromise
between the VerStOtt passed by
the House and that passed hy
the Senate, they base different
lesels of authority Conference
committees. composed of both
republicans And democrats
from horn the State House and
State Senate. work with only
the two sermons of the swie
piece of legislation Free Con
!creme eommittees. which arc
also made up ril members of
both panics from horn charnhers, are allowed to look outside the sersions passed by the
House and Senate to find a
solution
While the membership of
the Etre Conterem
Committee on HR OM, the
budget. is limited to only a
handful of members. I base
worked with seseral of those
ho ser•e on It to ensure that
our community has J s oice iii
producing the final product
Although the 21106 General
Assembly is in its final days. I
intend to continue to update
you on the work we are doing
in Frankton especially the
budget as well as pros ide 3
summary of many of the mho
hills thin will hecome law in
the weeks to come As afis a% s
it has been an honor to sene
this community in the State
House tel Representanses and I
hope you will not hesitate to
contact me ill cm pros idc
additional information or to
share your thoughts I can he
reached through the toll-free
message line at 1-1(00-3727114

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
I am writing in response to the letter
you recently published tnirn kick Lamkrn
(March h) inquiring about information on
the Relay For late of Calloway County
First, let me say "Thank you- to him for
his recent donation to our upcoming Relay
her Lite lion:loons like his. m memory
of someone lost to Cancer. capture the
motivation behind why we continue to
Relay.
Cancer is the leading cause of death in
the U.S for those under age a5 More
than 2i00 new cases will he diagnosed
in Kentucky in 20OP and most recent figures tell us that approximately I1(4 residents in Calloway County were diagnosed
in 2003 The dollars we raise are crucial
in reaching our ultimate goal a cure for
cancer
Let me take this ,,pportunity to tell your
readers how Relay lot 1.1tc supports the
mission to eliminate cancer As you may
already know. the American Cancer
Society is the nationwide. clanmunity based. soluntary health orgamiamin dedicated to eliminating cancer as a maim
health problem hs presenting cancer. 'as.
mg Its es and dimmohing suffering from
canter
I realm. there are many orgam/ations
raising tunds these ills.. and I understand
the importance Of making sure orpniza
111011,arc good stewards of the 41111111MOns
they meet% c the Amencan Cancer
Sot ieiy is a good steward and consistently
meets the 20 "Standards for ChisWabie
Accountability- reviewed by the Saler
Business Bureau's Mee Giving Abeam
w.give.org I. The 4mericat Cower
Society's annual financial 4111110111011 is
readily as adahk on the orgalnatition's
Wen site at11/WW.C11101L01111.
The *Mars raised are spew mei*
the mem of research lied a cam eda-

alit at
to present ,..Mier and detect it
early ads ocaey hi enact laws that protect cancer patients and support the goal to
eliminate cancer: and patient support and
senice to help esenom touched hy cancer make it through the journey
In the area of canter research alone. the
American Cancer Society insests approximately the SI30 million annually
Compared with the S351 million raised by
Relay For Life nationwide last year. one
can see that a significant portion of funds
raised are dedicated to funding new
research. This lesel tel spending is second
only to the federal gos ernment. and is
more than any other private. not-for-profit
source in the country. Additionally, the
quality of the ACS research program is
es ident in the .314 funded researchers who
base gone on to win the Nobel Prue for
research supported by the Amencan
Cancer Society. Some of that research
includes the creation of the Pap test to
detect cervical cancer, the discovery of the
hone marrow lassaplant. the use of
Tamoitifen ID mdtace the risk of breast cancer, and the developineat airdrop such as
Gleevec to treat chronic mydoid
leukemia These advances hi daemon
and treatment that now benefit Calloway
County are a powerful return on the
insestment tiy donors. The S235.916
raised by our community last year is helping keg An "Pap tests of the future.ACS itshe
orirmiaaban as offer a
Cancer Information sad Samosa Center
that provides personal (not recorded)
assignee 24 hours a dayr7 days a
weakf316 days a year Specialists are
avadable ammer questions from cancer
purism,aliftW Nippon for their caregivers.
and previde local restimmes to assist with
the burden of cancer or help with oily
other needs. This unprecedented level of
service is available for all of us in

Calloway County and throughout
Kentucky through a toll-tree :all to I 1(1K)
ACS-2A45
'The benefits that OUr eommunits
receives in return for the dollars raised do
ma stop there. Locally. the American
Cancer Society also extends a helping
hand to cancer patients and their Undies
through patient support programs includ
ing Look Good. .Feel Better. Reach to
Recovery. the Breast Cancer Support
(.ounty
Group at MtIrra
Hospital, a transportation grant program. a
college scholarship program. Hope Lodge
stays in Nashville: wigs. turbans and prosthem items donated to those in need v.ho
are going through cancer treatment, and
even emergency financial assistance to the
underserved, uninsured. and burdened
Because of confidentiality laws. the
Amiteitate Cancer Society prides itself on
prnailelin personal information about
paliesis served. .4) it is often difficult to
the scope of the American
Cancer Society\ patient outreach.
I appreciate Mr. Lamkin's interest in
being not just a donor. but an informed
donor. Let Me &vitae you that the
Amencan Cancer Society is a good insest
mam hosed on its portfolio of fighting can
cer, a very expensive disease, on many
fronts - anal'eisearch. educatitwi.
cm,sod Wheatsappwi
rai paid Ito be pan of such a generous
anddadialadatimms0 that understands
that 611111111111111 MI* to Relay For Lite at
dnve-dlletTiliedlews ill our local hanks
and at kat*kw car washes, iestatwasts.
etc - wary are far a rad craso...a grad
trustworthy cane.
y.

lEmbrilluese
Volunteer Oak
Relay For Life of Calkmay Comity

Merrey Ledger & Tines

Seftwilse. M.j
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MyMurray.com accepting ads on Web site

letesiesss

D6d you Mos... Its,. Murray Calloway t'ouety Chimber of Commeree
ofTscial iseb ute Myllurray cesni is now
.wcepting adseruang on its home page

This official Web site tor Murray and
Calloway Count) business has received
over 230.0tal hits and is up to dats with the
latest ness• sad tatermatiee ter those
searching the ads for aid in ow sess For
more infonnatirvi on advertising oe the web
site contact the Chamber of Caolearce as

Cowie V.Amend limn
• Make A Difference Day.

Stewart
stadium. Today. 9 a lit- I p.m
•Horse and Mule Pull. West KY Expo
(*enter. Today. 11 a in mule pull. Is p m
horse pull
•Rural lasing - What's It All About'
Wells & Septic Talks. Marshall co
Estension Office. M.27.6:30- 8 p m
Photo provided
•Murray An Gild. Adult Waterct4oi
SMOKE-FREE 'HIDEOUT: Jay and Mena Baron. owners of Workshop. Mar 27 - 31. call 751.404 toi
Murray s Muysy s Hideout, were recognized tor providing a more info
healthy and safe smoke-free lInsisansient that allows patrons
•Town Hall Meeting. %%rather Museum
to have an egnoyebie dining 111011NIMCO. A complete list of Mar. 28. 630 p.m.. "KY Youth Sale &
Murray smoke-free resteurents ie avallablia by CIihng Megan Sober. A Discussion tin Underage I6-inking
Cody of the Purchase Aloe Tobacco Coalition tor Health public ins ited
• Ringling Brothers and Barnum &
(PATCH) at 1-888-245-3902
Bailey Circus. RSE('. Mar 28
29.
www.ticketmaster corn for tickets
•Pella Relay for Life rebate da). Sirloin
Stockade. Mar 29. mention Relay lot Late
to cashier
•"Step Cp to Nutrition and Health'
Coder for Health & Vieliness. Mat 14)
noon.
II Romeo and Juliet hy William
Shakespeare. Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Allison Photograph% /11.used** athi other formal occassions
Mar. 30 - 31 & Apr I. 7 p.m.. Apr. 2. 2
Rental is proud to announce that Tuxedos are priced well below
p.m
inslustry standards
it is carry mg a lull line of tu5o.
III Paducah Inel Rrssas Track. Earth
dos trom Brashears formal
-%c are proud to otter this line Night. Mar 11
*4 quality ot formal k ear And we
%ear
IS Nature Photography. Woodlands
Allison Photography has dis- are esen more pleased to he iitme Nature Station. LK,Apr. I. 10 a.m. 2 p.m.
continued the use of the Mr to rifler lok prices for the lam
•White Lofting X-C Mountain Bike
Tuxedo Ink dui: to the closing years ae Kase pros ided a +hill
Race.("anal Loop Trail. LEW. Apr 2.'tam.
of the onipan The Brashear's ty product at a great price and
aalttorg.
line ot tuxes.ki Lontain. a gliallt.% that is what we stnse for' . stat•Red Cross Baby- Sitter Training b)t
MI slut,.' of Milne brand formal ed Lance Allison. owner of ages It - 15. Center for Health & Wellness.
Photography
and
%sear such as Ralph I auren. Allison
Apr. 3 - 4. 8730 a m noon
Perr Ellis. 1-cko. Brandon Allison's Tuxedo Rental
• Murras Independent and Callowio
Allison Phiaography and
Michael and mans illore
County Schools, Spring Break, Apt. 3. 7.
The Allisons otter rentals for Allison tuxedo Rental arc local •
•51St Presidential Lecture Series. Lech
singk use such as Prom exents cd at no- S 4th st
Walesa speaks. "Democracy: The Metier
to large esents such as weddings
Lnding Hank". Lovett Aud.. Apr. 4. 7 p.m.
•"Visual Es-idence Exhibition". Murray
Art Guild Reception. 103 N.6th St., exhibit
open through Apr. 7. Tuesdays. Wednesday.
Fridays. 10 ant - 3 p.m_
•The Wild Raspberry. "Scrap Around
the Clock'. 3 1 Oi. Retreat. Apr 7 - 9. :All
753-0859 lot details and to register
Baseball
In. national
• Rotary
Tournament. M('(' Parks. Apr. 7 - 9
•Red ('ross Community First Aid &
Salety/CPR. MC(' Public Lthrary. Apr. 8.9
a.111. 4 p.m.. registration required. call 7531421 lot- more into.
• Morningstar and Local LECW 227
Relay lot Life Ride for Life. Eli's
10 a.m..
.Autornotise Glass. Apr. M. reg.
ride 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.. door pnies and food.
Photo prowled
all hikes aek.ome. SIO donation to ode
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE: Randy Thornton
Relay for Life Fish
III Calloway
Company s Service department received the Trane Parts
limner. Palestine t tined Methodist Church.
Center's 2005 award for outstanding performance in
parts and supplies The Service department thanked its
customers for the past year Pictured (from left) are Matt
Kay, Chris Larnpkins. Beth Hinton, Kerry Erwin. and
Trane Representative Keith Blanford (not pictured is Cly
Roth)

..ATTERIAltifTE.Criakami Phut;
American Venzon Wireless located in the new University Shows. on Cholnki
Street. oilers full Service on wireless competitive rates end all lends of phones The
office can be reached at 761-4100

Allison now offering
Brashear's Formal
Wear at business

LISA SATTERWHITECtiambar Photthe Cherry Tree Florist & Gifts on the court square has new owners. AllsastIen end
son Benet, have partnered to continue offering designer arrangements, tritglie Otis
and beautiful home decor from this downtown tonst Call the Cherry Tree at 761 GIFT (4438)_
Apt S. 3 7 p.m call 47440122 for tickets
•Paducah Smmphon Orchestra, Carson Upcoming Ebbs,Cmittives/
Four Risers An Center. Paducah. Apt s is Business Mee News
p.m
Ill Italie:.'• l.aitn and Ihn 'sets tie.
MI Rural Loin? What's It All About '. Coannerve Center Mar 41. 10 ant inns
Maintaining Ponds, Mavhall Co Extension member)
Office. Apt 10. b 30 - X p m
le The Cake 1 ad y 119 5 4th. Mar 41
II Hos% I Learned to Dose by Paula III 4) mm. Orle% loCarkki I
•Murras Country Club, 22110 College
Sigel. Actor.** Studio Theatre. Ird Eli .
A3 ikon Hall. Apr 11. 14. 20. 21. 22. 7 p.m
farm Rd. Apt h. 10 am I puNic pro shop
•Kenlake Foods and Kroger Relay for opening
• Frances E Miller Memorial Golf
Lite Bake Sale and Cookout. Kroger. Apr
14. 10 a.m • 2 p iii
('ourse. April 11. 10 a.m. tremssated fa:di
Badgett ties)
Patsy
• Alk ay.
•Maurice. April 14. 11.10. Shoppes ot
Playhouse. Grand Rivets, through Apr 14.
Murray.(reopening
call I -888-3624223 for more into
II "Here is [Ants 1h% me.. Easter Cantata,
Westside Baptist ('hurch, Apr. 11 & 10. Wosame Ni,Cbssubst
7:30 p.m
•Maurice.. inen • and is omen •.lottititi:
12th
•"Easter on the Square-. Easter Egg and accessories. Sara Brooker, A2.8
. Shoppe. ol Alurray
Hunt. Court Square. Apr I. ages 0 8
years. can 756)-9474 tot details
Orriari.ifl /rt het Olktrte
t(At IVIOrt
•Froggy -103.7 FM Easier Egg Hunt.
tfierrul% •(.4f/tOVia% (0•00%.
MCC Central Park. Apr IS. ages 0 - 12 Melkiler, •/1
( Wanyher of ( onotteny or liemfons:
years. call 7i 1- 2.400 tor details
•Kenlake Foods and Kroger Relay for Cluvniter (3v-on contact Toff liforionan or
Life Cat Nash. ('apLutt 1)*s. Apr. IS. 10 /IN/ So/k /14 heir da 1 1/7/
a in
pm

Kopperud Realty's
(NDInc Of Yu2 &ha

93elate "You,9?e,sout Voar
96vpseciaosew99014Cf...
snake cure you have your best insurance.
ii.1 not
White
e
p‘c 'slat,.' \tno .1 ..d1 .ind :heck our OW .00lpeolaw me.
Ake otlea %pro-11
`‘ er Age. on Mimic and kullonnEnli
henelit trout supenot KO tie and
msurance Plus sou
ctodorn designed packages Call ‘Ilif .agenes !Oda%

350 Douglas Road

901 Sycamore St Murray

270-753-8355

Vow Impel 1•••••••••
a•good awn
SIMS*MP"'

RACK IN THE WOODS!!Dore through 10 acres ot open land
•
woods to this borne Vaulted orilings in kitchen and
Tins home has large tamils mom. office, kitchen an
terra cotta hie in kitchen. utslai and tamilv room t
in desk and hook.a.e% Non will love the large As too.nn
de% A on thy front of this home to relax and min% the prntr
stLs 831403

1 Main St.

McNutt Insurance

`4.1111.11.1111111111•111
,

Sib
Wirriaidi. •

as. marpaset, AN
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COMMUNITY
-Hain Singer 11 the progra,
tor the menus is the cafacroi
of INUIri& -C21.10Vill) Count'
Hospital
Anne Newberry. dietitian.
%aid the menus are designed
to help those restncting %an,
raked fats and sodium in tht.
diets.
Mew, subject to 0.:casionsi claws. fix the w era of
Magda 27-Alge 2 has been
released as him.
Menem, - chicken strips.
savory WO stew •crumb
topped Soh illet. *now red pots111111011118111 and cheese.
'
bootee' epees. fried okra.
*tomato 1111111111Faine soup.
AMIN,- 'owned bows.
'chicken lemels 011. 4111111ey
.1111111@es.
glee Me&
'prow losen-conelesiegt"low
sposties. blslples.
chicken and 0110 die swip.
Iltadowsdog - meet kat
hied catkin alb hub eeopiss.
'Caribbean spiced ridden.di
lot held poteloss. 'seasoned
green beats. seasoned alias
beans. 'turnip grows. broom*
and cheese soup.
Thursday - "Docs hp
cation Day - BOO
pork.
'roasted chicken. baked beans.
cote okra, potato seed. 'baby
carrots. - cheesy potato awesrote. 'vegetable beef and barley soup
- •Cataiina baked
chicken,'cabbage roll fish filet
sandwich. "rancois blend vegetables. Isla tots 'broccoli
spews. 'horbod rice pilaf
'clackan noodle soup
Ileandey - oven baked ham
'breaded fish filet. 'green peas
with pearl onions. 'steamed
yoga*, squesh. seasoned potato wedges. soup of the day
Sondes,- 880 beef brisket
•WU( cream belted chicken
'parslied new polidOes. green
bean casserole, 'cinnamon
apples soup of the day

Reading
seminar
will be held
seminar titled
ReadAloud. with Young Children.'
will he held Monday on the
campus of Murray State Vnit ersity The seminar will begin
at I
p In in room 240 of
'
/
141exander Hall, located on
North Itith Street
*
The seminar is designed to
J•t•Ist classroom teachers and
undergraduate students in :ourses of remedial reading instruction. A %arms it instructional strategies for use with emergent and deseloping readers
will he presented
the Murras Area Council
it the International Reading
Association is sponsoring the
seminar There is no charge
to attend For more information contact Dr Chhanda Islam
at 1409-Mha

Candidate Forum will be Monday
at the Weaks Community Center
A Casiikkag Auras will he L.& at
6 p.aa. al obi %ask% Commeisity Cower.
667 ropier St.. Murray.
Fesonred will be camdidales br
Inaba. circuit newt de& eseemewamelb
adarerh comity sifters,t esusdy dork pespeirty @abatis, adolabarfater. Alba U.S.
magma and WM Wm at revraellaldlias
ki die Dausseralie Primer) Election oe be
held May Is. Reteggimests we be pee-

Jots
MAME

Lowe will receive Eagle Scout %ward

SmiorActivities
By TERI COBB
chair Aerobics at 8:30 or 9:30 mashed potatoes, cole slaw. bisa.m . Nutrition class at 10 a.m.. cuit. rnergering and peach crisp
Activities director
Murray -Calloway
County Stride with Pride Walkers will wiN be on the lunch menu
Thursday events include
Senior Citizens Center as locat- meet at 10 am to go walk at
ed at 607 Poplar St.. Murray. Murray State University Replan- Strength and Stretch Class at
Our phone number ix 753- al Special Events Center. Bingo 8 a m Red Hatters should be
at 12.30 p m . Beginner Line prepared to leave the center
(1929. Lunch is sersed daih
Dance at 130 pm followed at 11 15 a.m for their tnp. On
at 11:30 A.M. for a suggested by Advanced Line Dance at 2 the lunch menu will be chili
donation of 51.50.
p m Baked pork, macaroni and with beans, carrot raisin salad.
We offer transportation on tomatoes, green beans, corn crackers, margarine and ice
bread margarine and fruit fla- cream.
a daily basis from 9 a.m. to
Pekes events include Arm12.30 p.m If you lite in the vored yogurt will be on the
chair Aerobics at 8 30 or 9 30
city haws Alld wed a ride to lunch menu
Tuesday events include a m .
with
Stride
Pnde
our center, the doctor. grocery
store, hank or pharmacy. please Strength and Stretch Class from Walkers will meet at 10 a.m
8 to 9 a.m. in the gym. Women's Board games will begin at 9 30
call at least one day ahead of
Issues at 1030 am in the a.m. and Open &Mae at 10
time to schedule your nde.
education room and Ping Pong a.m. (note time changes), CreOur e‘erctw room is open at 12.30 p m in the gym On ative Corner. a newly formed
Monday through Friday from the lunch menu will be chick- group of artists and craftsmen
tI a.m. to 4.30 p.m. Those who en parmesan. tossed salad. we meet at 12:30 p.m. it the
are nO and older ale ironed garlic bread, margarine and gym with the outposts of the
to esercise at no Coq, As well spiced apples.
group to provide an environIlembisedey events include ment for artists of all abilibes
as take adtantage of beginning computer classes we hate Armchair Aerobics at 8.30 or to lellomehlp whits they wort
to otfer. Contact the center at 9:30 a.m Stride with Pride Saambled eggs. sausage patty
Walkers at 10 a m Powder hash brown patellae. Mixed
75.3-0929 for more informa- Puff
Pool play from 10 to 11 30 frut biscuit and gravy, mar.
tion.
a.m and Pinochle Club at noon
wine and pastry we be on
Acto Ines and menus for the Free Income Tax Assistance the lunch menu.
week of March 27-3l hate will be available from 9 a m
Murray-Calloway Senior Citbeen released as follows.
to 4 p.m. on a first come, first izens Center is a United Was
Monday events include Arm- served basis each Wednesday agent:
through April 12 Salmon patty

Student will receive white coat in ceremony

OXFORD. Miss
kells
Elizabeth Taylor of Hazel has
been named to the dean's honor
roll for the tall 200 seines-

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAR 3C
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

l'he Shaggy Dog

Stay Alive

V For Vendetta

Failure To Launch

Inside Man

R - 1250 • 3 .ii

h

;"/

The Hills Have Eyes
he's The Man

Kommunitv Kidz Karnival Sundav
ti Ulm (Arose.

Konununity Kidi Karno al will he Sunday

Baptist Church Berth include balloons. games. •andy. clot% n•
prizes. face-painting and puppets fr
noon to 2 p.m . Magi.
Show al 2 r ITI'tooth ('tint-en and Fear Vactor at 3 pm and
Plzta Blasi at
dmission is tree
p in

Kentucky LikeAturiat t halite! 144;
XliP wiU nieet
Monday at I p m in the meeting room of 4 allow is Public
And
I ihrary Dr Sally DuFord. president. urges all
other persons user the age 01 50. retired "it
attend

Extension Council will meet
Callowas Counts Ectension t. outwit will !IWO ‘1,
iltia
6.30 p.m in the extension office meeting room Following the
meeting. the Calloway Counts l•stension Disirkt Board wili
MeV at it p in at the •artie place
All interested pcisons ate
ins tied

Creative Arts Group will meet
(*realise Art. Department ot !slur TAS %41111.141.• Club %,1 i
meet Mondas at 4.30 a.m at 9 4) a.m A tour of the Murray
Art (hold will be made Hostesses will he Lillian Robertson
Susan Ers in and leannetta Kronen

MSU Libraries team plans promotion
Murras Stale t nRcrsit!. lihraries 14c1.1,
rebate das at Sirloin Stockade on Mondas
ustonwrs
asked to tell the cashier 'hes are there tot the team

ii

MES Board to meet Monday
Murras lee in,, Ss •tem Hoard willilk'd1 '.101114.1a.), at 4 p m
in the Carroll tonierence 100111 2114-‘ North fourth Si . Murras

Tennis teams plan promotion
Callowas Counts High s,
girls/boys tennis teams will
hate a car wash on Sundas from I to 5 p.m al Captain

Soccer teant schedules tryouts
[he Blue Fire Soccer I. -13 TCAM will hold trsouts

C•1111119News
CHAPEL HILL. N.C. —
Lee Ann Crider !tocsin. a thirdsear pharmacs student from
Murray. Ks . will he cloaked
in her white coat on Fridas
as part it the third annual Cmersity of Sonh Carolina School
of Pharmacs White Coat Ceremons
The
ceremons
marks
Ree.or's formal transition into
a practicing student pharmacot It will he held at fi p.m.
in Memorial Hall on the CNC
campus The ketnote speaker
will he Raymond Booth Ph.D..
associate professor Al the Uniter•ity of Florida College of

Jordan Andrew Lowe of Boy Stout mop 4s will mons t.
his Eagle Scout Award on Sunday al a i'kUrt 01 honor to beheld at Glendale Road Church of Chnst the public Is insit
ed

AARP Chapter to meet Monday

Pharmacy.
-I'm excited: said Reesor
"Everything that l'te learned
in the past three years I. finalIs going to he applied to patients
that I can really help and hopefully make a difference in their
lit e.
Rerur is a 1999 graduate
of Calloway County High
School and also of Murras
State t nitersity.
The ceremony is a tradition
designed to reflect the responsibility. professionalism and
commitment expected of students beginning their final year
of the Marini) program Reesor

one of 123 students who
will he "coated" during the
ceremony and take the pledge
of professionalism
Bob Blown. dean of the
school of pharmacy said "the
White Coat ceremons represents
the student's dedication and
commitment to the practice of
pharmacy Students in the class
of 2007 organized the etent
to honor the professional standards they will uphold as they
begin their fourth and final
year of warning at clinical site.
across North Carolina."
is

ter Ji the Vmsersits of Mississippi
To be named to the honor
roll, a student must !lase a

fir th,
spring season on Sunday For more information ,„I ti -sni 4.; I •

Walgreen team plans promotion
Walgreen's Relay fir Lite Team will hasc a rebate day at
Captain Ws on Sunday Customers Me asked to tell the cashier
they are there for the leant

Russell Chapel plans promotion
The youth of Russell Chapel t nited Methodist t hurch will
rebate day at Captain IY's today This has heel) changed
from J former time Customers are asked to tell the Lashicr
thes are there for the south group
base J

Skeet Shoot on Saturday
Skeet Shoot. a Woodmen south esent. will he todas from
I it) 4 p.m at Farmington Church of Christ. Ky. Hay 121
at Fanningion A safets officer will he present and hot dogs
and hamburgers will he served

• Hospital Relay for Life plans promotion

Local student named on dean's list honor roll

Theat,.
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

a

Tbe brow will be @powered hi th.
Calloway Cerwaly Dasseratic Party with
By Jo Ilwasen
David limey. stelr. sad kiths Jo Stub
Commonly
hayfield. eke (leak. is Ito on iii• and w gi
Weer
the public to attend.

Phoi
...1
IFINANCIAL HELP: Bob Hargrove (canker), exeCutive vice president of The Murray Bank,
was a guest speaker for the Murray High Schad saudsons in Amy McDowell's Financial
Service@ Class. The students operate the MHS Tiger BIM which offers savings accounts
and loans for studenle. Madly and felt is well as MHS clubs and organizations. Hargrove
discussed the various accounts and services offered by the bank, plus informed the students
how he got into banking and what he enjoys most about his chosen career. He also offered
adViCie for those interested in pursuing a career in financial services.

grade point aserage of 3.5
through 3 74 carrs ing 12 %CITIC••
ter hour,

Make A Fresh Start With Us:
Hickory Woods has everything to
make you feel better about )011I
senior living choices.
We've designed many services
and amenities to take the worry
out of life. Enjoy all the
comforts of home without the worry
& hassle. We know you•Il feel like
a -Spring Chicken Again'.
when you choose Hickory Woods
as your new home.
Don't miss our new weekly column
coming soon! Enjoy our reports
on all our fun di exciting activities
and.find out what's going on with
our great residents.

Hickory Woods Retirement Center
An Assisted Lmns Residence
84 Utterback Rd , Murray • 759-8700 • 1-888-431-5014

Murras -Callow as Counts Hospital Relas fOr 1.11c Team will
pump gas for donations at Speedy.as at 5 Points toda

Boys soccer team plans promotion
NIUrTj

I

karli,1

1,..1111

I

!IA

Nash

todas from 10
pan. at lac» John's Donations will
he accepted to help team go to a local tournament

NIHS basketball banquet planned
Murray High School basketball banquet will he April 15 at
fi p.m. in the ballroom of Murray Slate Unitersify Cum% Center Tickets are 512 and can he purchased from Penny Dunn
in the librars at Mil% or hs calling 1.1/ Anderson at 293-0,46(l

dil 1st it I.Diesasir ig

to God)
for all ministers in Calloway
County to preach conflicting
and contradictory doctrines
on the same subject — what
kind of logic (reasoning) would
prohibit one preacher doing it?
i

IS

•

(,/4 ,/,, I 20.2

I Coe

Si Wit) 9:50 I. tI. & 4:1K, I'
e I 155/ S %I 51)11 9:(0 I. It.•Hi MI slit) -011

ti

The Hazel Church of Christ
492446413

•
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Outdoors
spoetelmetturreviedieecesa

Local anglers enjoy great week
This mot week was a many great
tidies eapeeieece es Kentucky Lake
tor an aeliers
Of WW1!. the MINA sought-alter
fish was die crappie. and everyoae
tS ho went I-Waft caught them
The weather had been warm, and
the rainfall all 0:10114 the south was
actually warm wane Our ampere
tures Wele
in the 60s mid
mid-70s The incoming water was
use Or MI degree. *am than we
had here
Most of Kentucky Lake was
ranging between 54
and 57 degrees.
which is ideal for
these crappie to get
into the mood for
spawning. All that
is seeded now is
for the eggs the
Fishing
termites AM carrying
to
mature
line
enough for the
By Jerry
males to fertdoe
Maupon
them as they are
Outdoors
dropped on the
Columnist
shallow hanks of
rock
We etipect this cold front s:0111111$
through now to delay the spewing
J link while But as soon as
Sun pops out and shoves on that *doss water. they soil get it on again'
Most of the crappie being taken
are Or the black species, and that is
normal. Hoaeser. since the condi
nons has,: been so close to ideal that
the white crappie species base begun
to mow and feed along the same
hanks us the blacks Jo
It the weather will hreak in our
laYor. we could haw one of the hem
,tappie seasons yse hace had in scs -il
Ats
I think the %sone. %cal show up
first out of the deeper ledges. where
the hrushpiles and plastic PVC attractors are I st Med This is J normal

heoiosicel tact 1 beiseve win allow
the ewe apseiss
hem mom to deep
Moir eggs wiliest crumbs eadi effier.
They an ekare to the same time.
but only by a link As these adult
the shallows. they
crappie move
will cat anything that catiases their
pit. They need all the energy their
bodies can muster ugh* spawning.
so swell objects are C*d food
We fished with soak good folks
last week who were at the Kentucky
Beach Resent. Lakeview Resort and
Kenlake State Park Bogden (Sepal
LAIL
Welodek Gancart. Jack
Pacaholek.
Sokolowski.
Lestek
Szceepan laleaki and Lila t ach fished
a ith me and two of their own hosts
in the Blood River area.
We cast die always popular roadrunner jig along the shallow hanks.
and with a slots but geed) Railcar
The crappie had mosed into the flats
and creek channels in preparation for
spas% ning
All one had to do was concentrate on the shallow N MCI areas and
bring the roadrunners through at a
slow but steady pace Sometime, the
crappie would strike h.ud. and other
times they were rust soft humps as
they inhaled the jigs
Vie trace them a hard run and
CAMS' in with iish totaling in the W.
in my boat alone'
My long-time Inend. from Indi
aria - Don and Alice Masterson were able to spend three days with
me and fish for crappie, of whiles (.1 struck our lures
The weather was fantastic We
were able to (rase' seseral miles in
search ot the hest areas to fish As
always, we were carom roadrunner
jigs along the shallow shorelines. where
the depth 'ranged from three to so.
feet
Sometime, we found good crappie Just a little deeper. but not often
As you can see by the photograph..
we alasss encounter the big bruiser

Akce and Don lAsslereon dap*
part Of the catazh after an wing
met Lodger it Town columnist
Jeny Maupin on Kentucky Lake.
of the lake. called the drum or white
perch It is common to catch them
weighing 15 to 2A pounds on light
tackle Man that is a slow. intense
battle, but Its so much fun'
folks don't eat them am more, hut
they can he quite good when they
are caught in cold water You can
tell how much tun \lice had satch
mg that 25-pounder h bet smile
She was to proud to find and land
'
that fish on an s-pound test
Don caught his share of fish. as
well And he also reeled in some
largemouth has. They Rase been
nght up there with the crappie
Chns Holder and I had a pretty
good ay last week We were forced
to stay in the Ledbetter Creek area
The winds were so strong at sunrise
that we decided to %LI!, dose and
not lake r heating from the north
ind
Chris had his da•t• made early.
when he caught a sUpt`f 1-I'2-pound
smallmouth hass on light tackle and
an 8-pound test line We had to
inaneuser the NMI arOttritt a hit while
he kept his head and didn't horse
the bass into the net
He knew it was a good fish. s‘•
the !in,.'
he made an adrustment

Chris HIcticier shows off two crappie he map! while ftet,img with
guide Jerry Mauptn on Kentucky Lake
drag and allowed the smallmouth to e'.en if the hue cs as r little dila al
firm'
take how and pit:sent it front break
We kept to the sante rant:M. find
mg
W e mask a IC* passe, aosund the 1111; the crappie iiii•cd a ah yellow
hay so it could finally he netted The stripers smallni,,,orn and ligyosiouth
photograph didn't turn out %eta good has. and Nut:gill The ,rappic were
hecause ot tic'. eloping problem, hut big fat females loot tug!,4 counr
Nandi to dine on while their spawn
I intend to hase them try a again
;ramie ing ntual continued
We kept r good hunch
Craig. Megan and Jun ali did a
for ('tins to eat bui we 41,.A1 released
tour big drum and tour bass It was super ath of casting the roadrunners
a tough. windy day, but we had J into the shadows and bru•hplie. The
good time anyway I AM going to air aas pretty cool h had an adserse
base Chris come hack again when sliest on the crappie Mat was now.
ing aft,Und
the weather is much better
I oult1 locale them and ,atch
Craig. Coy and Megan !skaton
ivo, hut that would he all
onc
and Jim Marsh came to the newly
reaosaied Lakes Ks. Manna in Cypress we aould get because they were lea.
Creek Has to crappie fish We had mg the area we .0.01 1,nt triune
another :old wind corning IOW the those folks hack out here as soon as
hay After a whtk, we trawled north powtik They are good people it,
and east to find some hank, where fish with'
The %akas we fished this week
the wind Was lighter
We found some super big crappie ranged from s; to 5n degrees 'flits
current cold from will put J dalOrtel
that were willing to hoe. and we did
n't turn them down' Craig and Megan ,Ift that
Happy fishing'
y.ent out fast We had a great time.

Wild turkey may be the perfect big-game animal
UI Ben Franklin may fuse
beeti onto something when, as
folklore would hase it, he championed the wild turkey as the
prune Asian symbol for our
fledgling cotintry.
Franklin remises no argument here. tar from anyone who
spent
has
time hunting
the
Lage.
torn turkey
for that matter But Is
the
wild
turkey really worthy of
such adoration as to he
In The
ionsidered
the perfect
Field
big
game
By Kenny
animal
in
Darnell
light of deer,
Outdoors
elk, moose.
and hear, not
Columnist
to mention
the catalog of African big
game"'
Well, it all depends on what
your definition of -is- is.
It is doubtful that some
knock-kneed
khaki-wearing.
British guide could generate
much interest in a wild turkey
hunt across the plains of
Botswana for his standard sixfigure lee But it's esen more
doubtful that Joe Bob Farmer
would harbor any affection for
a herd of a ildeheests bent on
migrating across his soybean

tield. either
Not that it has anything to
do with the sport of the matter. mind you A hunt for African
Ng game usually takes place
from the gentle confines of a
a far cry from
Land Bocci
the solitars turkey hunter mode
mg user hill and salley all
day in hopes of seeing OF
Torn
Why, those craiy Bros ,.".en
while charging
Car shorts
through the hush in pursuit 44
multi-ton behemoths Try wearing shorts on your nest turkey
hunt That alone will make plugging .1 NI% -t...tr sued cape buffjlo
r half-pound chuck
of lead seem like J tiptoe
through the tulips
Moose' Not es en close
More moose ha% c probably been
dispatched by an irate Inuit
squaw toting an old le% et-action
30-30 than all the (ripen moose
stalkers put together
I will admit that a tnp into
the mountains to stalk the
majestic elk is not an ordeal
for the faint of heart, but the
most strenuous aspect of art
elk expedition comes from
handing oser J great wad of
cash to the outfitter
What about all those hears
There are brown hears and
gruily hears, black hears and
white polar hears, all of which
&sent. consideration as the
ultimate big game animal But
perhaps I harbor great person

se-me ot siisell he would he
AI NJ, against any game Jill
mal from ahow scat my mor- %ulna-able 10 no hunter
As it is. J mature tint can
tal remains could he 'dent'
read the inscription on a dime
fled
A. an aside, here's a note at WO paces and can read the
to the National Geographic intentions of the human mind
folks. Those doeumentanes you !setter than .1 first grade School
guy• make to goe people the Mann
It comes as rit surpnw that
warm-fumes about the big
teddy -bears-in-the-wild don't the Nance American people,
intended
held the wild turkey in high
quite work
In fact, after seeing the regard In fact, they recognued
downright mean-spirited atti- and admired the pure, hardwired
tude of the hears on those sums Isaias' instinct of the turkey
shows. I'm eons inced that they • Opposed to the deer in their
lolklore as es Alice hy this
all "need sheat'n.- to horroa
piece of ad% use attributed to Ma
from the Southern %macular
Then there are the Yolumes presumably the last wild
upon yolumes written about • aho opined "Deer look.
maybe
rtLi hc Indian
critter say
the whitetail deer that seems ordained by God stump Turkey look sa.
to he the ultimate big game an" Run. away
Perhaps the greatest Jur+
animal' lie's majestic, prolific,
cunning and looks really good ute of the wild turkey is that
-sue and prosper
in stuffed form on a wall But he can sun
from the
around here, as popular as the almost anywhere
whitetail doer may he among swamps of Honda to tiic tfigicf
hunters, there is no lose lost climes of Canada to the and
from farmers who prosaic free SOUth,ACS1
In tact, transplanted wild
grocenes to the burgeoning
herd or from motonsts who turkeys are thromg on the
chance an unfortunate encounter rugged. Yolcam5 peaks of
with the four-legged wrecking Hawaii If % hard It,imagtric how
turkeys disappeared from the
crew
landscape years ago. but thew
It is for these reasons that
I cast my sole for Mr Wild days all it takes is the release
Turkey as the perfect tug game of a pair Or two of the Ng
animal There is none cagier. birds And a growing Hock
more cunning, or more absolute will soon follow
Another great feature of the
in resolye to frustrate the hunter
It has been often said that should ask] turkey is that it may not
the wild turkey possess the he possible to base too mans

ii;
Ii tatt- nit • hair,
tid Itif
• alhOUI It
fusion with a :0-pound bird
laird) easy 10 has is, many
Jeer Too many deer eat r lot "set a NO-pound deer any day
What could he hotter [hail
of soybeans roo mam deer
prolific tog game animal that
challenge the opossum tor -tad
knits itself io hunting during
um to cross the road- honors
the earls warm days of spring
Regarding the list ot
many.- one add elk running a. the da%, get longer and the
amuck in this part of paradise landscape is blooming with
would qualify. as would one flower and leaf' What could
Pie better than a quarry that
moose and definitely MX' heal
)t course it is r gicen that a:mall% 4MA lelfSel.'s its presers.
the introduction of any Atrisan with J tasatung gobble. Jar
tog game animal to the local mg the hunter into pursuit then
flora and fauna %could be- -too wins the hank. 01 wits more
often than no*'
many" regardless of pluraltty
It that's not reasop enough
But a wild turkey flock can
grow and grow while going consider that it takes dare to
about the business of seeding foe sears for J whitetail husk
and breeding without causing to reach real trophy status
may've •i% years nt more 1,4
• lot of problem, tor its neigh
But esery spring
hors, human or iitherssise
a hull elk
urkey• are opportunistic. dawns with a Ilea crop of Inv
to 5-year -old tom Rakes.
teeders, and will consume a ph
Yarn:is of insects fortis, nuts • 'hods with paintbrush heards
and berries Hut ilk NI of this ak1 sharo, limb-hunger spur.
In this day ot rampant coin
•
takes place in the hug
woods Of in pastures l'se Din et men:We/awn, the add turkey
heard of r flock of turkeys cannot he ciwitamed behind a
high tense He is tree and
desounng a field of young soy
hearts or trampling J cornfield independem. and he will lice
in the aoods behind your house
to the ground
go mg you a glimpse now and
They don't fuse a 11.01:u
lar attet non for eicpensoc land- then He will gobble for you
sc ape plants around the house at dawn then spend the day
like their Inends the deer nor quietly going about J turkes '•
Jo they wafter calling "ads business
ihe will turkey is J grOttai
around golf greens like their
neighbor Jworth'. achersars
goose c ousins
%Ithough J few .me turned anti perhaps the perfect Ng
into leather-dusters to oncom- pane annual here on the y ast
ing yehicles from time to time. plains cif wad. west Kentucky

We would like to
Remodeling Siding. Dryw011 Pon!
Light Fixtures. Rotted or Soft Floor Report
Roof Leaks. Plumbing Leaks. Etc

AiCLEM LEOS MESS LAL11

LI11111 IL LEVEL CONSTRUCT10

welcouu.

Randy
Hollingsworth

Call tarry aright or Pryer Ikthitietiew

759-4704 or 437-4018

AMPBELL REALTY

HOME
INSURA (
--louse and Manufactured Home blur
Available Anywhere In CM at County

Jon Wuest

‘I I I OR

Doctor of Chiropractic

t./f Olt

753-4703
it

bringing 22 .%'ears
everience to our staff
Come 1N today lof the gualits sers ice
OU•Ve counted tin all these scars from R And \

HOLLAND TIRE
28 )ears

Busincss!

96 East Main Street • Murray • 753-5606

Murray Ladner & Ilmes
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1

FOR6O
U MONTHS
ON ALL DODGE TRUCKS!

DODGE

PLUS MAKE

TRUCK

UNTIL OCTOBER

MONTH

U‘idfk n
NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS ,

2006 DODGE RAM MEGA CAB
• Most Standard Torque In Its Class
With Available Cummins' Turbo Diesel
• Largest Cargo Volume Behind The
Front And Rear Seats
• Exclusive Reclining Rear Seats

Foot longer Cab than any
Ford or Chevy Crew Cab

2006 DODGE RAM HEAVY DUTY
• Best-In-Class Interior Space
• Fold-Flat Load Floor
• All-New Bolder Front Styling
• Available Legendary Cummins® Turbo Diesel

OR GET GREAT LEASE PAYMENTS

2006 DODGE DAKOTA
CLUB CAB 4X2

2006 DODGE RAM 1500
QUAD CAB SLT 4X4

2006 DODGE DURANGO

• Fuel Efficient 3.7 Liter Magnum V6131
• Best-In-Class Overall Interior Room141
• Five-Star Government Frontal Crash
Test Rating'

• 5.7 Liter HEW` V8 Engine
• Best-in-Class Interior Room
• 345 Horsepower And 375 lb-ft
Of Torque

• Best-In-Class Overall Interior Room'8
• Five-Star Government Frontal
Crash Test Rating
• Fuel Efficient 4.7 Liter Magnum' V8(9'

Qualifed returning DaimlerChrysler lessees can lease for:

Qualifed returning DaimlerChrysler lessees can lease for.

SXT 4X4

Qualifed returning DaimlerChrysler lessees can lease for

23

$17

/MONTH(1°1

9/MONTH(7)

FOR

27 MONTHS

W1TH$1,469
(Tax, title and license extra. No security deposit required.)

VGENf4G"i,

(Tax, title and license extra. No security deposit required.)

(Tax, title and license extra. No security deposit required

SEE YOUR LOCAL DODGE DEALER TODAY!
WWW.DODGE.COM/MIDWEST • 1-800-4ADODGE
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Professional Sales Positions
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ISICTU us weal yam am leak* lam
Good caadidears will have 8 IN081 4188818 su•kr", in J
fastilleced ensinsmset. ASS sed Mar airs cLorrscusx air
prellenst
Adalimel intriabnaking positions Nit als.0 aus s1118Ik Nem+'room a high
wheel diploma.
If you have this type iiiJodissinia and are loin ins tor a kiss Sella %Arm
you too:an hesome pan of thr Peru Team'
At Pepsi MalArnerii.a or oriel 3111k. Defined Pension Plan. Hr.il,t
Alain. And ornununtiL 1.5 ads.us.crocor
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Arlin I% Pt.1t10% TOOAV!
Asia: Jahn Thammase Pepsi kRdAnswica
1!111 IS Highway 641 Nardi Ileneen. KY 42112
Phone: 2711427-SSIO
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MANAGEMENT
Vii• are A nell e.t.thli.tted multi unit
restaurant franchise that is accepting application. for MIA\ AGERS and M AN AGER
TRAINEES Pre% iiius restaurant even trai el mj trk•ce.
crier itecessari
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NOTICE
orray No. 2 Water District proposes to make the following
revisions to its schedule of charges. The proposed effective date
for the change is May 1.2006
CIUMCDI &amid 'k2-Clatuta
Mew Casisectiontrap-on Charge
47.37ei
700 00
475 00
5/11 lath Mater
NA
NA Actual Cost
All Other Sixes
The chargepvrates contained in this notice are the charges/rates
proposed by the Murray No. 2 Water District However. the
Public Service Commission may order charges/rates to be
charged that differ from these proposed charges/rates. Such
action may result in charges/rates for consumers other than the
charges/rates in this notice_
Any corporation. association, body politic, or person may, by
motion within thirty i30, days after publication of this fee
he subchange, request leave to intervene, and the motion
-n, Post Office Box 616,
mitted to the Public Istrias C'
Frankfort, KY 40602, ail doll set fwth the grounds for the
request including the status and interest of the parts
Intervenors may obtain is.of the application and minted (iiby contacting the water distnct
The Water DIMAS hes imithible ler inspection at its Aloe the
prepaid shave to Its Kelso and Semilstiens. The darn I.,
leashed at 101 New Providence Rd.. Murray, KY 42071
This notice is pishilehed pursuant to 807 KAR 5:011-Tkrif1Murray No. 2 Water District
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SPRING BRUSH PICK-UP
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
The same' spring Muse peckup has been scheduled for die City 4.4
Mew.Al riven% owners Emil ha% C lwuili riaJ toi ps.I up on the
tollowies dates
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EXPERIENCED managers can last track
to General Manager Position in a short
time
Excellent pas and benefit rl.k Lige%
We have openings in Hopkins.
Paducah. Madisonsillc. and Murray.
( all ‘ndrevo Jordan at 1270)77b-1782
to schedule immediate mitten lest.
EOE

leserams/lies Probst
Thurmond Insurance ck Investment
A.'ency seeks a full-time sales
producer Existing licensed agent
with experience is preferred.
however general business applicant
will also be considered
Please I441 %our mutton to

4270)762-9080
'Liking applications
for all positions. Day
& night..‘ppl in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th. Murray.
No phone calls.
Ileatea
Brilliment
apphcationsi for an LPN l Ii, if.. 1111ii
position which include. a 12 hour day
%eekend positron I Satuntis and Sunda\
Vie offer an excellent benefit packagi•
Apply in person at Brittha.en of Renton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY 42025 No
phone calls please E(WJAAF.

DUE to lea 04palleres.
Canosvey ENT must
ckise its doors April
4th
Patients may
request records and
gel retarget to other
physicians al PO Box
1477, Murray KY
42071 or in person at
300 V lith St Sum
Murray KY
507E
42071

PSYCHIC Readings
Advice, help on all
problems of Mt Mrs
Ann 270-767-0508

AVON help needed
Only S10 to sain your
own Avon business 1
877-4204567
BABYSITTEFI wanted
tor 18 month child in
non-smoking home
Must have retirement
in Murray area Call
8AM-4P0A Leave message 436-2619
OPENINGS evellelis.
Need renebts
mann sseureg perdu
Pen News Slid Iwo
erasable Reese caN
4444064
Drivers • went dedicated? Look hens, Get
hems weeesnds and
deft,week!
'Regional operating
YIN
*Sairty--avg $950. wU
'Extra onenteeon pay •
a big sign-on bonus
41 Vacs
1
Elensetwf/
CDL A • 7 Mo OTR
req
Cal 14004510651
sbaansponstion corn

04
BRITTHAVEN
Benton 0 clamed,
mowing aeskaltons
lor a Mined nursing
assissont doss W•
oil*•towns apparel
rat/ kW 111011110 "X •
reallaillte MOW la II
01110011 awn% assault We alee eller an
asseste Verse pick, APO* In Pelson a
le
firetheven or amnion
2007 Mar, St Senton
KY 42025 E0E/AAE
No phone oils plesee
SPITTNAVEN
Benton is auronsy
mcsollin seebtabont
tor a ped-lime Walery
position
salwaisti
Wm Os able to mos
nieskenels and Mau
moons Nursing home
suinonno. a a piu.
Amin in person at
Bralhaven of Benton
2607 Main
Banton KY 42028
Na phone calls Mims
BOE/AAE
WV— physician s
dim seeking lull Nine
CMA Story belied on
somp•flenc•
Experience preferred
but we Van OnhIso
04.4 applicants new]
apply Send resume
and cover Mar to PO
Box 1040-G Murray
KY 42071
CARETAKER needs°
log 3 smell clews •••
nen Coaxed $7 per
how Invokies tight
haannannpnil. aundry
and grounds mares
name Contact Tina at
2934315
Sas,sta, •
DENTAL
experience preferred
Sand resume to taw
Cartoon Ave Murray
NEEC
YOU
DO
MONEY,
Join Me el Be''
Company
AVON
Sat yaw own hours
aiming WileMerl
Joan now aid receive a
tree gal CM 270-761
3878 or 1488-5706498
EARLY dad care center 10010,10 tor FT0PT
gighleeionet crud care
peownor to gum. children ages birth through
12 years old Child
development know,
willared AKIN at
,
od1)
701 South 4th Street
Murray
IMMEDIATE °earwigs
tor sates &swamis
Full and part WM posiavailebee
tions
Expenence preferred
but not necessary
Mal be able to teork
Nights. weekends. and
hoediets Please apply
O Yesterday's GM
Paths
in
Shop
Seillemint in Grand
Rivers Ask kw Jan

1Receptionist/Accounting Clerk
'lankier Denier. Inc a SI 25 sorlifside
manufacturer of air compressor.. pumps.
and Moser. has An immediate Irtilinv
tar a ieceptionistiAc4.-ounting Clerk in
Paaylisid. KY

Theincoesdul candidate must be an merge*. disail-anunat perms with excellent compour gib and plassat account's. Inowledoe. Geed cienativircation
sdlla aloes with a piano ail*Oft
pertinnaliss are a must. A H.S. Apisna
plus 2 years pnor office e‘panence preleered
We otter competitive napes and an excellent benefits pack. Mem send resume

Human

Resources
Air Relief, Inc.
P.O. Bo% 311
‘Ia)field. kl 42066
No calls please
jl goal opportunity Employer

Full and pert-eme
mamma appreices co
arrameressi smil mooning somnolent
Flearbie
hours
Ilessilis
required
overlie* Joel Me
Imam of•gressagesene
paw Uwivial 1111111ded
ono
11104noo
lisemses al Be Vas
Awry in person at
Automated Direct Mar
1410 N 12th St
Murray. KY
Full OP PART sons
housetrain. Shinn
Phus Met Aggto in
person 4Mar11110.1
1111 hes memo to
dnvers in the Murray
area (2701385-0342
1 -TIA E open
/115
11
tor receptionst in doe
tors Mice Dukes
unriemlb Ming claims
deatig valh insurance
inespeass at posting
eswestas Must be ern
reconsisa. woe no,
POOL ham g000
cons* alla,sae to
muntssk Rellesences
tamed kInresume
to P0 Boa 1623
Murray KY 42071

seems amasamm.
lino
/Man to
sagenensins Mew
Same naserso ram
wilitand
11/12
inmemeree AN040.1
itfi1011tY a wane&
wise an 14ery SS at
Malan Creek, swing
SW Be mason STOWE
CUIPMS. Call tor
Malicalion and inter
vow 12701 364414111
*MAD
earserial
aid Room MOM.
aegis augeluble 770388-2641
111 LOVE POW'S'
ATTITUDWit

tan DivrernOicps
liner 111111111111
01111 MAILSan
•SmIllestio Ply
Nome
•11111•11.6
•Mom hew
lams Gm%Comm
SWIM IWO Up
le WU spia
Pal. Pay Pinup,
tor Owner
COMM Ca/Now,
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en corn
wws •
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COMPETITIVE
ED
WAGES AND BENEPACKAGE
FITS
HOME WEEKENDS
MUST HAVE CLASS A
COL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS OTR EXPERI.
ENCE CLEAN MVP
(8001468-43087
PART ma office emstam risectecl Salary
$10 19 or higher an
now depending on
experience Mist have
strong camerae 00
phone 0111. AMISS
Excel MO Weed a
must Send resume to
Woodmen of the
World 4014 Maple
Street Murray. KY
attention Nancy. or
bong by oleos located
on second boor
OUIZNO'S sub a now
seeking pert Wm diry
help Must be able to
work m a In paced
environment. abday to
woe* weekends Nsipkii
Meade wit upd drop
oft Applications Mr
gop m
RESORT hes immediate openings tor PT
and
housekeepers
smell collect shop per
• to cook serve
Men Dey hours oNy
weekends mandatory
Cal Susan 436-2345
sensors
SAFE'S'
S2500 monsh menses.
trainees 13000 month
Company MI Own Cal
,. 1
)
1A-F Sem-Ipei ore
1100-5784719
position out
sees miss postion tor
miss in bung male
nets
Foments.'
Mechanic
Peed mechanic) tor
shop work on diesel II
gas vehicles Send
resume to PC ecis
1040-1 Wormy KY.
42071
WAITSTAFF nosieteo
pen We Tues-Sat Cal
the Pizza Peron,
12701345-2225

SALES

11 PORTABLE
100N10OM1011 hes
positions aveWele to,
career minded soltena
ars sseh wow* pao
pie skies and • MN
mum tiftwo years sides
arperienoe As a Sales
Aimitemis VOU at On
worlang wills new and
MOM cusionsus pn
raeolly by telephone
at Inesnist born ow
Me* elks
It you are LOAM 00.,
hdent ',Noy working
Inh people have out
standing phone nuns
and were • ressimling
career. please 110ply
We alter alcsesie pay
veal a bonus money«
own aid a compseavv
basset perakaga
Email reams to
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boardl corn or corn
plebe Ilse online appliWien al fillpireoom
board 1 convitinpioy
sent
DEVELOPER/SYS
TEM AMEN
A leader Si Miamians
resources for Be
leschng industry for
over 30 yews a seeking an experienced
business web appecaeon developer and
Unto WNW 80811110
P r The beet cand,
• shourci be afWen!
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JAVASCFlIP T
CSS HTML HTML
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Sensational Six Upgrades

11111mteSsi
[
ANTIQUES,CM Larry
753-3633
BUYING funk cars.
trucks tractors and
metal boars 436-5235

COMPLE TELY set at
I* We 110 Soc'Sa
8211

CASH paid for
good. used pas
Benson Speallag
Goods. 519 S 12111.
Murray
G000 used rehigeretors MEOW ranges
gas healers. all condibaseboard
tioners
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

IntlEI
S10,000
SUN ROOM

1111111sess Fir Silo
MIKE ANO 1101/SLRIPIDES • Suing
your deed - Than el
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Cad loan
M 731.4484447.

$19.99
Free Doh Network 4room MISMIN syMern
DVR upgrade availProgramming
able
starts at $1999 per
mo GM 8 donnas of
Starr free for 3 months
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

I SR I veer old. no
Pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334el 19-6066

Like new 12X56 Champion 1 bedroom
2 bath situated on .619 acre located at
Lane in Almo. KY This
home teatures thennopane
ceramik; edging and hacksplashes.
glamour bath with separate shower

39 Ltilltt:

stall. crown molding throughout. Zone
III insulation package. guttering.
kitchen appliances. central air and a

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yealaw. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
OINECTV
4-room Satellite system free Total Choice
only $2999 per mo for
HBO
test 3 mo
Shomime & Starz free
for 3 mo Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HARTKE bass guitar
COVOf and amp $150
pool
Monterey Mt
table. $300 Call after 6
at 767-9828
NEW Loceeen
Beesley Antenna &
Satellite has moved to
Olympic Plaza tacross
from Murray State)
Come by and see our
wide selection of ND
televisions entertain
ment centers home
surround
theater
sound etc 759-0901
PLAYSTATION 1 II 2
GAMES Now sold/trotted at Wood Electronics
On the Court Square
Huge Section Great
Prices' 753-0530
STRAW tonfor sale $225
bate (day) 753-4582
beghtt 759-4718
USED 48 ft semitrailer. Would make excel
lent storage $1500
0110 762-7390 for
irdonriabon
WHITE satin wedding
capped
dress
droves size 16 $200
270 753-6909
Call
Mier SPNI

Pnced at S49.900(1)

tor a quick sale. Financing available
with approved credit. Fin more information contact Stark. Bros. Homes La

suite
BEDROOM
bookcases.
desk
Electric
Genera)
refrigerator 767-9948

-1400-4.55-3001
96 Fleetwood tad10.
2 Baths
4 BR
(270)252
$14 500
1311 Home
51943810 CM
3 bedroom 2 bath
home near Camden &
Kentucky Lake" Only
731-584
$39.999"
9429
FISHERMAN S
Sworn 2 bedroom
bath & lake bolt" Only
127.995 Call now."
731-584-9430
3 bedroom 2 bath douNewele dose to new
Wal-Mart in Camden',
731-584-9109
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singsewides
Buy
Doublewides
save
and
today
S 000 S WE OWN
THE BANK Cali today
at 7314424439
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths/ Both priced in
the $50 s Call 7315424438 today"
MUST be moved 1996
model 2BR 2BA 14x70
mobile home includes
stove
washer/dryer
central
refrigerator
WA Priced for quick
sale Have into for bank
270-978financing
0413
PRE-OWNED mobile
homes Excellent condition 96 and newer
models We deliver and
eel up 270-489-2525

Lard*
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

•!-:e c•r:a e
753 1713

1111Paeldetp
TALIAN leather sofa
$450 tan reciner $65
vintage curved top
cedar chest $125
Eastlake marble top
small
$300
table
antique rose velvet
chew $75 antique rose
back chaw $75 2 gold
back
wing
velvet
Cad
chars 125 .a
226-9646 or 767-0884

2062 Kubota L3010 4
WD 400 hours industna tire. 6 finish
mower. 5 bush hog
boo blade Call 293.
5030. 753-3632
carouse'

tetra= selIer wit
180 peen water NIL
In good andiron
Phone 731-4094383

1 OR 2tx apts near
Murray
downtown
starling at $200ano
753-4109

111* a 12'
MCI or
..aormalsormplei
114404 powsm.
,
..••• Asoweilinumw

$6,000
Ir.(Al C.JURACA

00
$3,11
eiallele

MEM

vEnv nicsi 113FI IBA
AN apple
C/G/14/A
ames. 1 yew lease, 1
No
month depose
pets 753-2905

Call Classified
Advertising at

This space
could be yours
for S75
per month!

foriifi
swwwienor

(270) 753-1916

Won metawls

excellent
ALFALFA
55001. $5. Wrenn barn.
del on. 731-606-3444

lsFar NM
Il
1BR 1BA Hardwood
floors $350 a month
plus dip 767-0508

3-BEDROOMS 2-baths
brick home off 641
North on 1-acre, den,
office. siving-room.din
ing-roorn. and large
storage building out
back (could be used
as workshop or 2-car
garage) Non-Smoking
per month.
$800 Depose 1-yr
lease requited will
consider este to buy
options Cad 615-8047444 (Open house
Tuesday. March 28.
2006 1PIA - 6 PM)

•113R 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
*MR. 1 Bath apt. kt
$425
appliances
•1 BR. 1 bath, with
eudy, wid. $350
753-7559

LARGE 2-br 2-bath
128500 753-8012
NICE 16x60 2br 2 full
bath mobile home 4
mites from Murray 1 4
mile from new 04wy 80
After
(731)782-3221
pets
mites
plus
753

Yee bis

113FI near MSU $225
Small pet possible
Coleman RE 753-9996
/BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts Mating at
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
1I3R-4811 apartments
Ask about mom in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

A&F Warehousing
Near IASU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock preaeriffy has
units available 753
2905 or 753-7536
PRIMER
IIIIIIISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Securry alarmed
"Sale & dean
We sell boxes'
W.rent U-Hauls
753-9600

820 Southwood conRent:
dominiums.
$600 767-9948
.-UVE Oak Anis
Newry Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
38R $42500
$100 depose special
tor qualified applicants
Olear hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment

rs.1-6121
NOW LEASING
I 2 & 3bedroorn Apes
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply el Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Furey
Phone 758-41S4
Equal Hoeing
Opportunity
TM) 11140044114056

ST Jude Children's
Hoff:offal Yard Sale
Apr 6-8 Belevis Drive
In. Aurora. KY Donated
stems Call Bob at 270-

la

mb For hot

1 2 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606

2001 Explorer Sport
83K
2WD, white
rebuilt title, perfect conaeon Runs & drives
grew $7,000 226•
2017 or 435-4002

CAR Clued Auto Parts
Nom and Valvoline
Empress Lobe Hwy 62
KY

ft
S(1
1700.
retail/office space for
lease High traffic loca
bon lust north of
WalMart on Hwy 641
New center Available
Reasonable
now
Contact Jeff
rates
Sparks at 753-8887 or
759-9974
707 South 12th Street
South Center 1.200
aqft, 710 sq ft 7531252. 753-0806
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
For sais or rent SOON
4th St High traffic area
Beasley
Formerly
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
COMMERCIAL or retell
750 up to 3 000 so ft
restrooms
C/G/1-1
parking.
plenty of
examinee locellon neer
rudder bulling 404 N
St complex 7593772

04 Dodge Intrepid
%Mote power windows
power locks, power
mats. CO. V-6, 16.900
227-5997
1996 Daewoo Leganza
CDX Loaded. 72.000
miles Can be seen at
corner of Kirkwood and
Peggy Am Cat after
4 30 753-2848 or 2939563
NI Dodge Intrepid.
Red. 33L V-6. auto.
110k. 2nd
loaded
alma well inuntelned
with Mobil 1 12.500
761-3744

KENTUCKY'S Largos
Lakes'
CHANCE'
LAST
Docket*, waterfront
from $79 900 Final
premier
in
phase
waterfront community
vows'
Incredible
Privacy' Ideal location'
Call owner (270)9244328
Barkley
KY-LAKE
Waterfront Bargain' 43
acres only 1229.900
Surveyed w country
road water. & electric
Call owner 270-9244328

11 Olds Regency Elea
High miles needs work
or. sell for pans 1500
474-8787

Vas
1997 Chrysler Town &
Country LX While vs.
tan leather, loaded.
dean. 135.000 male.
$4 300 0130 761-1989

RED 19138 Chevy step
**foliar
383
side
engine Hot truck 27°493-6025
97 blue extended cab
444
18.000 080
(270) 753-4121

at

m Far Ise

RANCH Style House &
105 acres. 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths.
30E40 heeled shop, 4
118111111 gam. 22x40
shed.
apipmeat
MOM Shown by
elietemont 753-9212,
71134111112

Arm,
34 295 acres 2.311 *
road frontage Mc*
ir
sites
building
Southwest school ds
MC 1/2 mile from lire
station 753-2293

Call()%a Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I cos huguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
11)1) I-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
IN., Bedroom Apanmcni•
enirAl Heat and 1ir
k.t(piIvif Appliosthint
Office Hours Sam.- 12

titI p.m. to 4 p.m.

p.m..Azi

•All Exasnol Gearing
•Aoid Clerining
Available
*We Use Hot Water
Meads Lots &
01118ers
•
(2181797-0313 or
(270)527-7176
DRYWALL finishing
Jerry Pinions 7058557 or 7064553

B KRO‘‘
RI
I ‘‘‘\

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling (-Non
out garages gutters
punk & Use work
4112-1111N1 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs all types 29
years experience CM
Carters

DV Law Sends,
4.4owing •elede Work
*folding •Ekoh
W0130111
Gardens &Me &
Tiled
Don Spleelend
.*53-8428 or 293-6062

BTM Excavating

I

A-1 Gutter cleaning.
hauling, junk clean up
cleaning out sheds et
436-2867

753 7646
227-3032
C & C Reitenallkon end
'
Remedellma.
We cese about pow
home Hato repass.
oddbal& deree. roofbat cowering
lendicaping. wing
**FREE ESTIMATE5*
Call (270)753-1499 0,
(7311247-5464
scroberteonleve

A-1 Lamb's
Protessional Tree
Serino Complete
removal, trimming. etc
Also Tractor
wane Landscaping
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling additions
porches. decks sun
rooms vinyl siding
mobile home
sagging floors. (i
& water damage Larry
Nevem (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

I riA

226-050:
ELECTRICIAN
New Const Reinoctet
or trouble Lic and ens
w 30 yrs sip Call
'11
FINI 1 1
1.W% (• %RE

Clean Cut Lawn
Mewing Service

4$9-21168
97X-1192.2

FREE ESTIMATE:
293-19t4

FUTREL L'S Tree
Service
realersi.
Trimming
stump credit& 0.
wood insured all•
NIX

CONCRETE hnselvng
Cvnrimays sidewalks
etc 752-0500 7593229
storm
CONCRETE
shelters Underground
and hillside $1 ,825 to
$1 925 for a 10-12 per
son shelter 270-9780404

ANDRUS Excavating
CeeiNed made
1.10011Mon
•Cusloin dozer
bedew* service
Ponds
•Driveways
'Insured
7534503. 9780404

14ANDTNAN
Do you need help7 I do
painting concrete, carpentry and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cell 731-2345933

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck van Buren

S.

APPLIANCE
RUMS & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 ts.ses MIL111114t
2791 236-10011
(27111)4914191

DA%is Ls%•1 ski.
•Sanee Toss anoura.
•Gaser Chmes
Owe Waft

JOHNNY WILLIAM
PAINTING
•For all remarriage mid
smia commerclei
dernang needs
*senor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/olio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
'No ob loo aniM
*fee mernates
753-8858

A

to
due
SELLING
2004
health
Calderon camper 31
volM saleout used 6
2006 Lomas pontoon
boat 30 hours. 7311110-1213

AREA LAWN CARE
CamirteMbadmial
*Maass•Thisoke
4.of Ileirred
4:soir Chmas
Se=bab

211349112

t• I('(ill

I: 1

Veinier'wee
a allawala pease

2274575
-1SKTWIESPOW
We do all the odd robs
you don t nave time
tor
293-5438

Get Your Yard Sale Kit
And Make Your Event a Success'

lev"
iwE'l
• purch.,.
ti ith
hard
*t"f
Ad

et

as For Ws

ES.
PRIC
31-70
it of

& topples
$100 Deposit
18$ From $280
29R From $325
Call Tetley,
MGM&
SMALL 1101 no pets
water paid 753-5660

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Unites
We Specaidtea in
()Wine
•Vsnyl Swing & Fencing
eatable Homes

1gatiarit
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
*NO roc*
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

MOM

1-275 acres Owner
avertable
financing
(270)489-2116 Wave
,
mosso"
Haley Prolemsonel
Amassing
'for whaf Si anal"
(270)759-4218
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income-producer.
$125.000 See listing
527720 at
*WI/ allthelistings corn
270270-753-4109
227- 1545

RED OAKS APTS.
2 822 so ft °Moe o
Mail 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

AUTRY
ROOFING

7:30-7
appeancee. day bed
Min bsd. enelieh
wagon. Hee*
leathers. Nina
wedding drew
-sia8.dius.
household lame
293-1599. 559-9263

Pee Fa awl
28R. some utilities
No
paid. $270/mo
pets 767-9037

20' Monliersy in board
au boa. 350. motor.
new es props. slaw
WOW. *Mount system Sharp Cost and
trader Garage kept
(270)706-0768

1703 Melrose Dr.
Fri & Sat

2BR. 1 bath, stove
bilge Peggy Ann 27075342501
SIR. owner gas hest.
centrai ait $275 arid
up. some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118

WWW KYLAKEFSBO COM
See area homes for
sale by WHIN or bet
your property 7670581 for into

YARD SALE

28$ IBA with carport
10th
South
415
$395rtno 435-4602 or
293-3710

1.2.& 313FI apes available Please call 7538221

illihmes For Nis

NICE 2EIR No
753-9866
SMALL 28R 8
$235
north
deposit No pets
8582 227-1935

KITCHEN
UPGRADE

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)

Maws

13 14e70 Clayton 28R
213A. Move. *enmesher microwave Must
move 492-8192

brick Inundation

$3,000

gin NOM•realow•

20/1 mobile home and
lot $11500 753-8012

55 geaon Aqua Custom
built stand Al access
$250 781 1516 519-0680

$3,200

Harry! Offers good VI MeggiaLIOW
ad Padme • Plume 716,14-1117
woomirporr
Nem *Jr evs: 1, and sa I lepre So I s psi and tri appointment
ve
trc,...vna,
wink

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts No pets
Loewe a floatage 270753-1970

2000 shagbells 7531376

FRIELI

FIIKE1

0
$5,00
IN OPTIONS

12X52. C/GiNIA. okraorator & Vie Move
moved
be
Must
12.500 (270)706-0345

Ankles
For Sale

FRIEI

*award areing. I.
4111161111010
1

1996 Bucanw. great
WANT to boy Junk Car cordeon. 38R. 2 bah.
and Trucks Cal (270) stove rsfrigerator. gar$15.500
474-2540 or 2934199 den tub
(731041-9187
Si days a week
(270)210-5001

IOW

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only

two wee with ems et thyme iseuetic.

r
'
•
•

AKC Boxer puppies
Males 1 brindle 1
1325 each.
fawn
Female (1) 9 month
Call after 4
old
(270)492-8516
DOG Obedience
Mester Trainer
436-2858
FULL blooded blonde
Labe Born 2/1006
Ealing on thew own &
reedy for good home 2
remotes left out of 13
$100 trace 759-6436
RAT Terrier puppies 6
weeks crid 753-2293
Somme Mew Seal
point & Blue peke
$100 (7311810-NOS
after 5 00p m

3-bedrooms 2-baths
MICk home off 641
North on 1-acre den
office. loving-room doning-room, and Orr
storage Iltilkervg out
beck (coukf be used
as workshop or 2 cer
googol 1116.000. ell
consider lease options
615-804-7444
Call
(Open house Tumidity.
Niece 28, 2006 1 PM PM)

words

1L.

•••
•

MMMMM
•e

WI

•
•

days

words•

$11

1

$18

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

'includes all words in ad
llook 11110isholoo:
-sir
•2r,

14-All-vroslher Signs

• 140 MVO Pre-Pnced Labels
owner -71W
13Y
Coen, Farm Pld..
Murray 48R. 3BA,
large kitchen, weal
room Comer lot. ares1
dly
location.
lent
schools 270-293-4600

or less'

_

• Successful Garage Sale Toe
.Pre-Ssle Cheddar
• Sales Record Form

CA11111.1.OR JULIE Al
753-1916 FOR DFTA1LS!
0 MICRO

co

Ilk

LEDGER&IIMES
1001 V.linnet! Ate. • •Iurra

Office hour': 7:30 amt. to 5:80 p.m.

onday-Frida,

Money lodger A

C1ASVFIEDS

Noon

L-vind[i "mew

fatrnwei"
ar-'1.711111

492-8 1 92
I kk‘

SERVICE on alls.
Horns. boat. RV repel
Pben. Mac Wood lunelure repair Vinui
Raplanunere windows
(270016-3806

LAM
LAWN SERVIt
shrub &

Calloway
Trash Swim*
al LO0E111 Hoc&
IMMILAMILE
BMW,A8 tdos As
MOW
7614Pee leibeess

MIRACLES
Detail
hoispeowaning conWrialion clean up I
yard work 24 yaws
erp•ii•ne•
RaterenceaU II
sit. Meow cell 7679424 or 227-47911
PAINTING, proem
washing WI dam
anything 00d nin
Reasonable
retie
(270)474-2046

•I 10 14

Ca l 751-191fi

WE SERVICE

-Ef'S Carpet
ClaisnIng
"was 1971'
-Carpels •Upholotery
•Ernsigancy Wager
Remove(•Ousok

Wire:4W—
Paws,Ow & sex
OKIsia.
1..1111117414e. Lyw

11111110
& Lawleispe news
Inured 270410-4288

CLASSIFIEDS
11114911
FON INFO. ON
THN 1X1 AO

VrARD ELKINS

'Got Derr
7144127

FREE to good home
Ensign Mole 5 yew
old is. Irma dog
only Gentle. loving
Good web* dog. 7530736

PAINTING Pay lege,
jet more Call Oan
S3-9618

FREE Bassett mis
pupates 9 weeks old
4924755

Fn.. Estimates

Private Montana ad
campaign paints
ugly picture of meth
Motu. 1A1
)
1
Motorists entering the city are
greeted by a billboard showing r
photo of a filthy public toilet and
the message: No one thinks
they 'II low their virginity here
\leth will change that "
It is part of a campaign
against
methamphetamine
underu-rmen by software hil'natant and pan-time Montana
meadow Thomas Sicbel. The
project's ath..criiscmenls arc
dominating billboards. radio. television and print in the slate.
The ads has e been mused hy
health official.. law enforcement
officers and education 14:aders
for their gritty message. They
are Its] graphic tor some: one
mos lc theater chain declined to
show the ads helix,: the start of
films in its Montana theaters
"It.
.gotten kids talking about
it." said kin in Mass. apresention counselor at Hellgate High
School in '41issoula "Rehire a
wasitPoi another exciting thing
\ow kids are reall able to ice
the negatise consequence."
Siehel. who founded the soft.
ware company Sidle] Systems
Inc . which was purchased hs
()rade Corp. earlier this scar.
donated $5.6 million from the
Thomas and Stacey Siehel
Foundation in August to launch
his Montana Meth Project. He
plans to donate more this year.
and is trying to raise &X million
hy 2007 to make the project sell.ustaining. He doesn't want to
take gosemment grant.. tearing
the ad% would neser make it out
a gosernment committee
Sidlet said he was able to hire

some of the best minds in the
advertising husiness to deselop
the project. including \enable.,
Bell & Partners of San
Francisco.
In one P. spot. a ount:
mothaddicted woflian is shown
s with
out her cschrow.
tWee7CT\ white

a narrator sass.

kbyewung
Steven
• Draper.% • Sp., t.tit.‘ Rod..
• Custom Betiding
• Upholstery • Accewerise
• IScsign Service
•Custom Blinds Available

,Voiw Offer-mg 3forr TUN 1,(+1
Falvnier larisuitag SAIL*

15

IT
th

Its army mg what snu an
accomplish when you are on
meth
Aflothcf sik,%" a '
414 Mal'
imered in scabs rohhing tern
tied patrons of J COM Lankly. 441
petty cash, then running up to hi.
pre-meth self and screaming
"This was not supposed
)“01.1( litc
Law entorcement leaders
were strugshing with was% to
commui‘mie the diaper 01 meth
wail In dropped OW of the
*yr with his campaign. said
General
Mike
Allarac
McGrath -1 number of drug
awareness organuations in other
states. including l'tah and
Illinois. ha.e approached the
Montana Meth Project to use the
campaign as a model. Sidle!
said
The campaign stands apart
because it ha. been paying for
"saturation Icier advertising.
rather than lining up for limited
free puhli serv ice announce,
mem air time. Siehel said So far.
it has played more than 50.000
minutes of broadcast advenising
in Montana and generated more
than 370 news stofles, he said
It is not the first to use ;Kiser tisements to attack meth use.
The nonprofit Partnership for a
Drug-Free America runs antimeth ad campaigns across the
cougar). though they are not as
graphicas
Spokeswoman Halhe Deaktor
declined to discuss the Montana
Meth Project's campaign. but
said any effort to expose the dangers of drugs is helpful Gauging
real effecosene.s. however, is
difficult, she said
"Over the'.cars. we've done
different degrees and styles of
adsenising. and we Jo ii based
on what our research sass
works," she said "1 t our
research says teens will be
moved by seeing the effects of
using drugs, well use it

116
,
NOME MORTGAGE
CAME COPORADON
AMERICAS LARGEST COAST TO COAST
NOW IN MURRAv
Have you been
told "NO" by
others?
• 100% Financing No Down Payment"

legemila Slow

H PIPN
IMMTMIDAY for
=Re Wane 21-Joirt 22)
Mloodai. Minh 27. MSC
want to ameante a km ***** Reach out tor someVon
peek this yew -- more mi than one dam *no you we a kit
about You need to tothrili an
its mei" yaws. With a quieter
onus l'ou we be wadi hewer
approach. you'll get *brad %ou
you loosen up Ni wits Vour
tor
up
amain lihesidisi come%
imegmelion comes you to Ow
yea yos mks sod noi. You successful complelion Of a peerhumor and Alba) to read ed Tonle Bo spontaneous
mixF
juie.
help you aid t.rio
beton= the
*Rh some ilunsiag *sights Det
might drop on you You will *0* Doomona come emu a
lame a great year if you let go Of Mahls point of vow or•tellsrani
some of your woos domineer- perspective Your sell-cona
ing inatincts. Others want to dancer is enhanced. tea you
have a better me or stole to prohelp you and he there tor you
w owes& Conversations wort
you are single. you might prefer an areocles WIWI a whole MIa *cry pnvine bond in which the Wont
Tonight At
two of you spend a lot of ume home
alone If you we attached. week- MOO Org.MINNA
ends sway from the daily routine **art* You natio* gel what
you want Don't anew* how or
relationship
ground
your
why mat undersea/1d IN you're
PISCES reads sou sold
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Cronin takes over at Mtn 1
Sudden
upheaval
creates
uncertainty
for Racers

Mick Cronin. left meets with University of Cincinnati players Brandon Miller center and Ronald Allen Fnday after being
introduced as the ElearCetS new head coach during an afternoon press conference Cronin spent the test three seasons
at Murray State where he led the Racers to a 69-24 record

Coach assumes reigns of alma mater
CINCINNATI(AP) — Maa
Cmitin
returned
to
thc
Universits of Cincinnati on
Fndas to take charge of a basketball program that Just finished a tumultuous season
"I'm here to win: Cronin
pledged. "I'm here became I
believe we :an Min the national
championship It is important
that 1 consey that to our fans"
coached
who
Cronin.
NItIrra State the last three seasons, is a former top assistant to
Huh Huggins. ousted as
Beatas head coach before the
seaseill
"I'm still floating.- Cronin
said at a news conterenta -This
is truly a &cam come true

"I know it's not going to be
easy, Cronin added
Huggins. departure led to a
aeisatin of uncenaints
At
innau
Interim
coach
And"
Kcimeds gamed fan support by
leading a want that had to usersonw 'munes and placr icpar
tunes to .21 1; season The
Ileareats were knocked out of
the NIT bs South Carolina on
Thursday night, the same day
Huggins Kamm- .isach at
Kansas State
Kennedy was introduced As
the new Loath of Mississippi on
Fridas
Cronin, an all ii plaser at

La Salk High School, coached
at Woodward High School
while getting his undergraduate
degree at Cincinnati He aimed
Huggins staff in 1447. and
soon became his head rocrunet
When Cronin kit to join
Rick Pintas's staff at Lints% ilk
in 20014)2, Kennedy took his
place at Huggins. side
Cronin went 69-23 at
Murray State and twice earned
a spot in the NCAA tournaMent
Cincinnati ahletk' director
%like Thomas said he recommended Cronin to president
%Aries lampher on Wednesday.
two dins after telling Kennedy
he would not get the lots

"I said I was going to look at
the total qualita of the work.Thomas said "I felt Mick was
the hem fit for the pots"
Cninin said he %anted his
players to graduate And des elop
as good citizens. /masher has
said improsing the school s
image is a top pnonts
"We couldn't he happier to
hate you here" limphet told
Cronin
Cronin said he has tolliased
the Beatas this season and
praised Kennet's and the team
tor persesering
-Thes had to plas in J time
of uncertamts, and made us
proud.- he said

l'I"I'M

Ward: Search will been at Final Four
MURRAY. Ky. (API — Murray State
athletics director Allen Ward knew when
the Racers won their second Ohio Valley
Conterence title in three years under coach
Mick Cronm, his coach's days were num.
tiered
'I-apt:calla when we realls got hot at
the end of season and took oft in the conference tournament.- Ward said -He*. won J
101 of basketball games for us And done
nothing but great things for our program

Cronin. 4. was introduced As the head
coach at Cincinnati, his alma mater. tin
hulas Cronin went hn-24 in three seasons
at Murra State. winning two OVC tales
And making two \CAA Tournament
appearances The Racers lost to North
Carolina fin-h5 in the firm round of this
year's tournament
Cronin spent fuse seasons as an assistant
with the Rearcats from 1447.2001 and two
more as An assistant under Rick Paulo at

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
As Mica Cress MI tam
the necesaara agfa la signaly
the future of Cinciamai basketball. his decision am left
equal hit at uareemaaa
anions has tomer players at
%Sunda State
A handful ist current
Raers and one want-to-be
Racer caper...tat A wide new
of emotions in the wake of
Thursday s A[mount ement
that the Fanner Murray head
town waslow* AIM after
11118.01119,111 lAke over
the fled/W4-- hoops program
at his alma maim,
-It really was. (10•180.said freshman guard Tater
Holloway upon learning of
his toacha departure "With
him being the guy that
ret anted me, its hard to see
him lease Rut I'm glad list
him That is his dream iota
and that's where he wants to
he
Molloy.as a memher iii
Cromna scacind recruiting
class at SIUrral
.
. State, posed
to Ise a key tog in a Rater
machine that cranked out the
school's first regular season
Ohio A'alleS Contetenae
championship since 2000
with A 24-- record in 2005
tits
MM.-. revisal from an
umitanalenstic I 7- II earn
pap in 2004-05 was pan of
a string of success that made
Cronin. at 64-24, the win
ningem coach user ins one
three-year period in school
histora The Cronin era at
Murray, State included the
one regular-season title. two
OVC Tournament crowns
And a pair of berths in the
%CA A Tournament
All of that %wee.s made
t'ronin an Meat:use coaching
candidate to the la' adminatrathill, which was looking
tot a permanent replacement
for long-time c oaah Rob
Huggms, who was dismissed
from his post last otheas.on
fist conduct detrimental to the
program
Despite his toacha Jett
sion to lease and with three
sears left of tollegiate eligi
talus. HollossaN stated his
desire to remain Rata
"1 signed to plas at
\11.1rTJ% State and that

lows% ilk from 2001-01 before taking tact
at Sitirra) State in southwestern Kentueks
"It's a great in for him.- Ward said -Vie
%fah him nothing but the best"
Ward wouldn't put a timetable on when
the Raters %mad select Cronma replacement
lk said he taspe• to make tontact with
seseral candidates during the Final Four in
•See RACERS Page 2C
Indianapolis nest month

Calloway County Softball Preview

Lady Lakers will rely on young pitching
Riling gap
left by Fox will
be key hurdle
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The 2006 season presents a
dilemma for the (allow as
County High School softball
team
To whom do the Lady takers
turn to after losing all-state
pitcher Kahn
Fox and the
a
l
nucleus of the
prgram'
o
s
recent success
to graduation?
That's
a
quettion
CCHS head coach Jame* Piss
hopes to answer with a youthful
squad that includes three talented hut inexperienced hurlers
who will attempt to fill the Mg
shoes left hy Fox
The pitcher in last-pitch
softball, as mom peopk know, is
a whole lot of the game... said
Pigg. who is entering his third

season at the helm of the
Callow as program after leading
mostly
the Lady Laker%
behind the nght arm of Fos —
to a state championship in 2004
and a First Region runner-up
finish last spring •'Kalyn was
sers good at what she did To
lose someone of her caliber is
obviously devamaing. It's going
to be soy herd to ntelsee her"
Life after Fos begins for
(VHS on Miniday with a season-opening MOM against St
Mars at Lads Laker Field
In Fos... familiar place in the
middle elm* with he a trio of
young hurlers that includes
sophomore Alla. Thompson and
eighth graders Ashton Futrell
and Whitney Gardner Pigg
hopes the three of them will he
enough to help keep the Lady
Lakers afloat in a grueling
Fourth
District race that
includes a rebillibling Nemay
High hancluti miler sew cern&
Brent Losett as/a kliesbell
County squad dist OW Weeder a fat orite for die Pkit Regime
crown.
-This has always Wee a
tough district." noted Pigs.
-Marshall County by far is
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going to he the favorite They've
got so many kids corning hack
Anti then souse got us and
Murray High
"Murray's kind of in the
Sante boat we're in. They • se
relied on one pitcher ilaata
Carpentert for a long time. As
well
While making up for the loss
of Fox may he the main concern.
filling in the gaps left by the
departures of three other seteran
,rof
players will also he A big kr!
the Lady Lakma
Departing with Fox were first
baseman Carrie Radke third

baseman .11.71•1j 'reef And des'plated hitter %balky Hendon
All three were nummass in a
solid( alhsws lineup
-One of the things 1 think
might help us is the List that
we're prohaNs a lade tamer this
explained
year.Pigs
Something we se got to work
on is being better contact hitters
We've Just got to get people on
base and manufacture runs
Hopefulls. we can do J hettet
job tit that this ear
In 3 moss: that will likels
change the tomplexion of the
(VHS infield. %crania- senior
Chelsea Morris will mos e tnim
her normal pissitiOn at seCtind
base us take titer at third Morns
could also we time Al tint. As
well
As
freshman
Kayla
'unningham
Stepping in at seCOnd in the
Absence of Moms will he mnth
grader Tow Roerls, who has
reset plated at the sarmta lesel
hut is sera athletic according
to Pigg 'Sophomore Sam Rum
returns At %Nonstop
Sophomore Meagan Starks
figures 10 log the most innings at
with sesenth grader

Kristen Boggess 1110% li.11111:
backup
The outfield returns abatis.
senior
K
intao. As
Hutt-Meg will again man
and two-sear starter traei
also a smut, will take the lucid
in lett 'The right held lots. how
esti remains unsettled tialosi
ing the departure of Slat s
Rogges•. who eleeted not to
play this season 1 ighth grater
Brutan Fox is the leading eat,
dictate
Pigg said tumor Megan
\ea hem who is listed as .1
third baseman on the(1'HS rust
let , will taxa he naguatkat to
I)11 dunes lies muse 01 A knee
iniura she sustained while plas
ling basketball
go,In 10 he prem.
solid again detensisels rattan
lads up the makIk.- said Pigg
'Pitching is sklIntlei, o`'"V it.
he our weakness Vie re going to
hase to pia% good defense
*hind our pitchers be.. ause dies
ti011't hate the atsdat
lit aim
strike people out right now that
may come with time Rut, tor
now, we hate to make people
earn their was on haae

UConn
survives
near
upset
WASHINGTti
AP
Cuamecticut visa as careless in a
top weed 'at tie
md got dram
with it
Despite a season-high
turnosers and lii-pona wavedhalf &tit ii ( alfteCtIClat rallied
to toe, I .% entity ott Itaraind
; pointer with Is
Ander a in
setoods left at regutathin
Then the Hustles iit the Pi ,
Fast held ott the heat depletes:
Huskies at tht Pa -10 in the
estra pert..d
J `41% 41 satora
Friars nigh' arid a Oak,- in the
`st 1k - round of eight
us Vi illiants who got an
ecutul trian siwah Jim alhoun
during a earekas stretch in the
first hail retosered to score a
career high porntaComactaut ads anted to regain
al finals tor the myth tune in 12
tiwill plas
years t:Conn
hit A spot in the Final I-our on
Sundas against 11 tit-at-cited
George %I.eain
Calhoun sailed Anders/Ina 1.
pointer at end of regulation
antra ulous- And "one of the
hest shots we
had us J ser%
long time
'1)? 1 ltIl tsmivettsall
se 'been fortunate ft* he
involsed with. 1'se fiesta horn
instased in anything like that
(.41houn said
taintiecticut did its hc..1 it
Sne lbc game awas,eNen AliC1 it
appeared the game was sewn up
in mensme Ruds Gas taking
the hail out of hounds with
(inn leading In two with Its
Sc(aids remaining
scittimItted
the 2tath turnsiser when his
inisotinjs was intercepted Ss
Rs .111 ArtliehN
Hut Apra+. passed 10 liaa
Smith, also threw the halt right
hack to t (dill Vi illiartis pit Iced
oft the pass was fouled and
then made both free throws with
II ..CCondls to Oa%
Senior lartiail
..une
oft the heath to
J "LP071
high 2' points. including the
first ; pointer ot his ,oliege
Career. to lead
fifth %ceded
Washington u 26 -1 The ftu.ktes,
from the Pa 10 tailed to hold II
ItKpoint kat with 15 minute. 1O
play and began to run out .4
plaaers down the stretch Two
fouled out in regulation anit
three more in (a mane
The tight finish ettilaal
ones of laax when Civinectain
heat Washington ha one point on
J 1NU/ lel heating shot hs
kit-hart! Hamilton in the same
round .st the tournament
onrwt tit ut has set to tat
stride in the tournament 1 t, 'nit
had to rails Irons 12 points divan
to heat Ihth seeded %Rana in
the first round and struggled IV
hOld Olt Keiltu:ks in the second
round
(jib sin warned on thursclas
that his Huskies were -a learn ia
apaita.- and was he: c% em
arisphetit I Cann .orminited
nine turn"ers dtirme ,ine lit ,.er•
aisle c 12 minute span

Connecticut's
Hilton
Armstrong (It) dunks Oula
Washington's Mike Jensen
during a third-round genie Of
the NCAA Tournament Fndsy
night in Washington UConn
advanced to the Elite Esc,"
with a 98-92 OVeritMe vir
Over Washington
5.
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Brewer's play helps Gators reach Elite Eight
MINNEAPOLIS

I AP I

-

Illerida's Corey Brewer made
aus basket is lb second half.
aid be umsb cow.
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Brewer Millied a tu
t Ailing -down it too a three
with 275 seconds
iint r'
left lifting the third-seeded
Ciatoi• to a 57-5 S ictort ot er

tici.rgetown Endat night in the
Minneapolis Regional scout'.
nal•
Brewer and rest of Florida's

super sophomores we ermine
meenaties of be Osiers' recent
NCAA soursmom biuses. The
GISOINA hishet Wm pot the sec tad mad sine* 2000. when
Mike Miller led Florida to the
championship game.
Those (+alters tied a school
rc.ord tor sctones. set ht their
1441-44 Final Four team These
(iators has c done them both one
nettcr in the win ,olunin

Fluids 130-6) will phi) top%ceded Villamcwa on Sunday in
the final, with the "timer

pumping his &IL Ikeiree ark
the free throw nabs it 55-53.
Georgetown bed a Mat

ads aneing to nett weekend's
Flail Four in Indianapolis.

chance to take the lead. when
Brewer got faked out by Drat

Joaktm Nosh had 13 poems.

Owens a the top of the key.
Owen had a wide-open .1-pointer. but it boomed off the back of
the Ant. Horford wa fouled and
made two tree throws to melte it
57-5
tv A seconds remaining
left Green k-d the Hoyas with
15 points, and Ashanti Cook
added 12 points - as then
team's quest for a Fmal Four
return tell two wins short
Coach John Thompson
his father wearing a headset
across the court as ran ttt his
duties brought
brOatil -wing
tourGrorgetoun to the 'SC
a liflie silhe
nament to, h itt,
2001

10 rebounds and five Mocks at
yet another all-Mound atm.

I-choww

sophomore

Green ..lied I

Taurean

points. and Al

Hortord. tep Another sophomore. Added 12 points lo site
the Gators what they needed to
set past the tenacious. setenithteecks1 Hot. as 12; WI
On a wik1 possession with r
Nadi of *ales. thanks needy
iolbsqpititOu's swilmits Manor defuse. Brewer was..but
one to soh the hall on be debt
mg. lb threw up an IMOArlie AN bet atismekvir witis
as he fell to the count and pi
fouled tit Bowman
After v.

, he

I
t

paw ims nit at sawsakso
aim
111111.115
cos — arestal Wimp Joust,
'war. MOW OWL awisi IBA at

AP
Ronda s Joakim Noah right drives against Georgetown's Jeff

Green during the second hatf

of their NCAA Regional semifinal game Friday in Minneapolis

•Racers ...
From Page 1C
where I hope to sommue to
play- he said "All of Us ipla ersi need to suck together We
know the athletics director and
the athletics department will
make a good decision We iust
hate to tough it out and see what
happens"
At least one Racer, howeter.
were less certain ot his future at
the school
"I don't know it I reallt want
to stay It's still up in the
said redshin freshman forward
Mike NleCot, who saw little
action dunng this past season
hut would hat e likelt seen those
minutes increase had Cronin

shit ed "I'm going to talk to mt
parents and think about what the
nest step is
Sophomore torw ard Justin
Orr. himself a Cuminnati minty,
was caught on-guard ht his
coach's sudden decision
reallt wasn't expecting
ant thing like that to happen this
season.- On admitted -But I'm
not reallt disappointed Its lite
People get opportunities like
this, and the hate to take them
I know we•11 sit down as a team
and talk about it next week when
eterthodt gets hack to school
itrom spnng break
While the current MS( roster
contemplates life without their
head coach. tour Racer signees

are left 14I ,k‘ide
what to do with their futures on
the hardwood
One of those •ignees
Marshall Count senior forward
Daniel Ard — is confident he
will he at Murray State nest season. c% en if that means in another athletic ens ininment
"I'm almost positite that I'm
going to be a Racer.- Ard noted
"I was offered J loothall w:hol

for 2006-0-

.u-ship at Murray State

S4

ii

things don't workout I in basket
hall 1. I can mtlstas play football
"Right now. I'm kind of at a
loss and a little nenous.- added
\rd. who met with 5151 assistant athletiss dircoor Oaffoil
Boalright /midi

at

Mar.hali

SAVE $$$ ON GREENS FEES

t

Como High School and was
also scheduled to meet with .AD
Allen Ward late t esterdat
"Fterthodt's lust kind of wondering what.• going on right
now
As the 51St administration
begins the process 111 nientii mg
the Racers next coach. Ard
hopes !het won't look too far
when making that decision.
"I would like to see 'SIM
assistant , L oast Darien, 545 liii
get the lob because I like the

sole ,if plat that the .%c been
using there.•• he said
Just hours after being
intomied of Cronin's decision to
lea% e toi Cincinnati. Ward
claimed he .dreadt had "tour or
foe gut s in the hack of rot mind
that I would like to s 'sit with
names of those potential
ailtildate•

are

ofTleiall

unknown Howe% er. a few
names hate alreadt been tossed
into the rumor mill Among
assistant
them are louts%
coach Kc% in Willard. hinsa-omh
ticwal ..o.sa Scott Sanckrson the

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION

2006 KY GOLF TOUR CARD
• Discounted rounds
at 343 courses.
including 99 in Tennessee.

19110s. die

son of former Alabama head
Sanderson.
Wimp
coach
Crimson Tide assistant coach
Phillip Pearson and e%en former
5151.. head .oach Scott Edgar
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Outdoor Products at Great Prices!

• Over 2000 rounds of golf!

fl

• Only S35
Foursomes - buy 3, get 1 free!
- Available at AAA Kentucky isit our website as vs-ww.kylung.org.
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Voted Catoway County $
Favorite Herrheren. Stone

Suriortho, Mord Si. lella • :It
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Kentucky Girls' Sweet 16

Defending champion
reaches state semis
BOWLING GREEN. Ky
API — Lexie.= Catimatic ts a
step away fio. dakadinit its
guts state knial111211.11l dee
The 11th brae champion
lady knights (3)-1) meshed
Ixteher County Central of the
14th Region 7344 in Friday's
quartert
Lexington
Cathohc will play Henderson
County. a 52-49 winner in usertime in another quarterfinal. in
Saturday's first semifinal
In the other semifinal.
Loutssille Iroquois. a 514-44
*inner
user
1,1tintgoinery
County on Friday will play
Rose Hill Chnsttan a 31-47
quarterfinal
winner
over
Fratikl
=
c
he
first quieter web a 14-2 run to take a 3010 teed against the Lady
Coogan (2fi-7t The Lady
Knights continued to romp in
the second quarter And carried a
eommanding 48-19 lead into
halftime, then led by as many as
54 points in the second halt
Key la Snowden paced a halAwed Lady Knights offense
with 15 points. Bnarta Green
added 13. while Nikki I)as is
scored 12 and Natalie Not owl
finished with 10
Letcher County Central was
led to Heather Martin. who had
a game-high 2' points tin 11 -of
14 shooting from the 1100f
Henderson Co.Elizabethtown
Henderst
needed
t
ertitne to Call Its was into the
tinul tour
The Lady Colonels d9-l()
were 3-of-it from the line in the
final 41 seconds of osertirty. but
it was enough to Atisance
The 2nd Region champions
got i pair iii tree throws from
Sierra Gilbert with 2.6 4 seconds
remaining to push their lead to
s I 4' then another foul shot

(nun Rinestui Stiimet with t2
seconds left to help reel the
game
However. Elisishilithanens(27'4 of the doh Reetem Stat a basket hos Mom Gabiltach with
131 seconds nuasiiisti to cut
the load to two points,
lisodeirsoo Comity traded bs
num. 37-211, with 7:15 to go in
repdation. but went on a 15.1
inn and took a 43-18 lead with
1:32 to go an the fourth.
Elizsbethiown rallied and forced
overtime on Alis.a Dickerson's
bathe and free throw with II
woods to play in regulation
Sniper. a 5-foot-2 point
guard. scored 17 points and
grabbed nine rebounds for the
Whitney
Colonels.
Lady
Biopemer, who had two key 3pointers in the 15-1 comeback.
had 13 points and 12 rebounds.
Kahrenda Warfield had 25
tioints And 17 rebound. tor the
I.ady Panthers
Rose 14111 ChristianFranklin-Simpson
Tiny Rose Hill C Motion.
which has Just 77 student.. continued its run in the toumar‘:nt
as Laura Tens had 21 points and
II rebounds
Row Hill Christian ts-71.
the Ifith Region champion. held
.1 nine-point lead at halftime hut
had to weather a Lads Wildcats
ortiebat k in the fourth quarter
Franklin-Simpson
t 25-Si.
winner of the 4th Region. rallied
from 27-111 as the half and took
42-41 lead on Rachel Swisher's
rescue layup with 441 to pia)
in the game Howeser. serum
reserse Sarah Yates connected
on hack-to-hack 3-point shots
from the nght corner to put the
Lady Royals hack in front 47
.42
again
Franklin-Simpson
scored :onset:um,: hasket• to
close within a point with 1 Ix ro

play. but Enuly Quern and Kola
Faulkner made tourist throws
in one and-one situations to seal
the game lot Rome Hill
Ommum. a school of nist 77
students located in Ashland.
Queen had 14 points and 13
Hill
Row
rebounds
tor
Chnouin
Sophomore point guard
kelleshui Cook scored Its points
to lead the Lady Wildcats. while
Swisher added II for FranklinSimpson
Lou. IroquoisMontgomery Co.
Lowss ilk Iroquois will he
making its firm trip to the girls
semifinals, helped hy Atha
Mathies. 2' point. and 12
rebounds in the quaneninals
The I ady Raiders i27-111
Ina& a late run Friday night
out...tame Montgomery County
1214 'I. the Itith Region winner.
Is!
, Its points user the final 10
1/2 minutes Statues stored tjse
points during a4-0 run that
closed the third quarter with r
Isiwer•ficating lay up troy
LaQuisha Wharton
Mathies scored lb of her
points in the first half as
Iroquois took j 5 1 2/4 halftime
lead. despite hot shooting that
kept Stontgorriery County in the

Boston Colleges Jamb Dudley bees control ot the bell as no goes up against Villenovare
Shane OM((36) and Jason Fraser (20) during the second haft of Friday's NCAA Regions,
semifinal vane in MintWkapOlett

Villanova uses guard play
to outlast Boston College

MINNFAPOLIS AP
511
ews hose been tin Sillanos
Montgomery County. which sensational guards the entire
shot _lust 17 percent in its win season
oser Boone County ThUnida.N
So no one an Name Boston
night. wjs 13-of-23 Oh 5 per- College for tontenotaing on
cent in the first half Friday. Allan Ray and Randy I tot. and
including J streak it 11 consec-, forgetting all about V4 ill
Moe baskets Howeser. the Shendall
Lady Indians' shooting *ors
Not es en Shernitn
resurfaced in the settwkl halt, as
"Thais what I would do
they shot h of 2; i2o persent
Sheridan said
Wharton added Is points off
Down 59-511 in the closing
the lynch tor the Lads Raider.
seconds of to entme. Sheridan
Need set J Nittren tor Ras and slipped
Jenna
High
Montgomers County *ith 11 behind the defense to get an
‘Ift.
inbounds pass wide, the hoop
Eagles forward Sean Williams
was late getting to er and
charged with goaltending when
he hatted the shot ilWJ w ith
seconds lett. going Sillanto
the lead
Louts Human, s. desperation
3-pointer Ai the hui/k4 missed
allowing
the
erthing.
1p% ddeats to escape with hli-So
s ictors Friday night They
ads anee to plas Fligicti In the
Minneapolis Regional final
Sunda
-I turned around on the

game

Bonds suing writers, publisher over
book alleging steroid use by slugger
SAN FRANCISCO t AP) —
Attorney• for Barry Bonds
asked a federal Judge Fnday to
hold in contempt of court the
authors Mid publisher of a hook
that claims the San Francisco
Giants slugger used steroids and
'titter performance-enhancing
drugs
Bonds' Attorneys sent a hither
Friday to C S District Judge
Susan Illdon demanding that the
writers, publisher Gotham
Book.. the San Francisco
'hoinitic and Sports Illustrated.
which published escerpts of the
hook 'lame of Shadows." he
held liable for possessing and
publishing "illegal!) obtained
grand Jur) transcripts"
"The true swum is not Barry
Bond., but the sanctity and
mitgrity of the grand Jury
process." attorney Alison Berry
Wilkinson wrote
Later Friday. Bonds' attorneys planned to ask a trial judge
in San Francisco to Nock the
authors and publishers from
making any money from the
hook, which was released
Thursday
"The reason we filed the law sun in the simplest lento possible is to prey ent the author.
from promoting themselses
profiting from illegal condus I.
said another Hood, .,t!. rises
Michael Rains
Part of the hook is has,
leaked federal grand tury te •
mony from Bonds and other ath
Ides who two Nears ago went
before a panel not...opting the
Bay Area Laboratory CoOperative. where they were said
to base obtained performanceenhancing substances
The hook claims Bonds used
ocroids, human growth hot
mow. insulin and other h t•If1,•,'
substances for at least ti •
sons beginning in 1998
-We fulls stand behind

inbound and wiindeted inn% this
Ulan got open like that
Williams said "Sr I get there
and I didn't make it I guess'
Foy earned the loud tot
most of the game ssormg
points and playing all 4s mm ate,to offset a hotwndous night
trout Kas and the rest of
s dhows a". taunted tout g wird
lineup
1-os e scored sit straight
points for top-seeded 's dlanos
128-4i at the end of regulation.
then added r 5-pointer and
tough tins mg Lour in 'seriime
lot a 511-S5 lead
e‘haiListed
% As
'He
SilLu-iusactiricts Jas nitta said
.it lose. "I said, 1)o you Irate
rtiorei
'He said.'Rs my career I
hay,. gut
He *as the hem
Jared Dudley and Craig
Smith •anti right hack with
lay ups the last one in Smith
with 1: seconds to go to gtse
No 4 seed BC J
sn lead
On the ensuing possession
F‘vc was toiled on a arise to Ills
hoop and 'No%
an inbounds pi
basket %kith the I attics _

NOW AT STELLA MARKET ON MONDAYS
Barry Bonds, shown here during a Giants' spring training
game earlier this month, is suing the writers and the publisher of the new book -Game of Shadows.-reporting of the hook.- said
Mark Famaru-Wada, one of the
authors
"We certainly stand to our
reporters and the reporting they
did for as." Chronicle (Act-wise

N ice president and editor Phil
Bammem said "Nothing that's
happened will change that."
Spokeosoman Lisa Johnson
said publisher Gotham Hooks
supports both author.

blanketing bite
play
Sheridan sneaked in tor the open
ksii,
the sank- pia>, that SC01
1

seal

it,

inionm a taittitul leaped
out of then seats after the goal
tending t all, hoping their
ikkats might he headed hack
to the Final Four tor the tirst
nine
14t4lie Mas•1111010 •
shot kC,1
ti .1)4. rlal

rCof ploVi

Ilshir it
q1,11 ,h311114,,

1410
11 was J hem/tweaking k
tot Boston Coliege. which ontiolkd the game for the first IA
minutes
The LASICS slew ed the
gone • Pace as a :raw Fe
trahre those super-igna Cats.
leadmg 1.1 l4psmthtflrsi
tuft and rnne nalaway thawed
the .cNotki hall But they tumbled away a chance to play tor
the x.ho.il firm Final Four
amearnice

Vie* Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

STE1116A MARKET
HWY. 121 N. 6 MILES FROM MURRAY

=MOAT GROUP,PSC
is happy to announce that we are expanding our services in the Murray area.

Office hours are Wednesday & Thursday from 9 am to 4 pm.
Appointments are available with James Hawkins, M.D., James Zellmer, M.D.,
and Mark Rusten M.D., by contacting the office at...

(800)999-5434
Licensed Clinical Audiologists are also on staff to provide full audiology services
and hearing aids.
‘iurnky, KY
218 South 12th Street

Your friends. Your insurance.
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41 • Newt-dos. Stan& 25. Mb

Id wow age
Dim I.leINNIN new wow
woe and radio ammenosr. aid be
Me weaker at die ceadlined inmetog of *may Liass C.Toole
Business Neel Mb sod Mowry
ROW" ekb as Mardi r a 6:10
p in ii Murras Woman's Club

DEAR ABM': My girlfriend 'Rita." and I have been
IOCCIfkl affIlflia two years, and
Its Ilg together tor about a
.decided to Many.
car We has'
but has e not yet set a date.
Recently ow marriage pima
rue
have
aground
I
because
told her thet
I had made
changes in
estate
my
I
planning
assigii C d
Rita as my
100 percent
heneficiar)
tor my savBy Abigail
Ing./retireVan Buren
'pent benefits. She will also get 75 percent of my state retirement
benefits, my sister will get the
other 25 percent In addition.
I also had my 5I(10.000 life
insurance policy increased to

Recent berths reported ai Murray Hospital include • he's to Mr.
and Mrs Bob Ward
MI years so
Ill( Aliirrip, City Councal uhs
eusaed the mama of fr.40111111 he
city for tadustrial. business and
residential piamones.
Iv the pail two weeks. contnImams base swelled the funds to
SI 150 dist are hems collected to
humid and equip a Girl Ssour sahis
in the Murray City Part.. according to Mrs. H.C. Com, chairman
of the lund-raising commence
Published is a list of jurors
certified by Dewey Ragsdale. atcum court clerk. released to Slier
di Wendell Panenain for the arid
iron of Calloway County Circuit
Coun 10 open the second Mow
It% in April
Rudolph Howard has been
tatted as Minister 01 musk of
I Ku Baptist Church. according
to Res Bresion It SAY.?, CI. church

F3/SSE3Y

Births reported include A girl
to Mr arial Mrs Hill veteele. Mm.h
6 Mr and Sirs W B
4. a
ho'. lo %It and Mr.
Cane and
W Thurnun. Mxk h It.ay of
to Mr and Mrs few!. Noll,.
March 17. a ho'. to Mr and Sirs
J.T. Windsor. March 19.
Elected as officers of the Mw
ras Woman's ('lob Iew the 1446
47 club sear were Dr Ella Wei
lung. Mrs Garnett Jones. Mrs
A.B Austin. Mrs Ray Trcon. sirs
G B Scott and Miss Fran. se%
ton

se...116 I ,.1.1 Kallonore
In 1MS. eluting the Os sl %ar.
emit-de-oak terrors ...mowed Fort
Stedman in Virginia
In 11(94. Jacob S Cows began
of unemployed
leading an
Wash
horn Massilkin. (*no.
'noon to demand help from the
okra' go'.crimson
In 1911. 146 iflimegrant authe
Cr' were killed when tile Nolo.
al the !mangle Shirt% mist
pans in Nev. Nock
lie.-
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I heeded for disamer? -' GETTING WORRIED IN RANCHO IiitllUtIETA. CALIF.

DIME GETTING WORRIED: Let ete put itthis way.
You should eel be bulbul for
emu*to nuke ewe 1611 your
Mule aell your sister are takes
can el it anylkle diould happen to you. k appears your
siellkieed bee a celcuboor where
her bowl ought to be If I
were yen. re run for the hills
8.11

DRAB ABBY: A close friend
of mine -- my college roommate -- is being married in
three months. Because we are
close, he asked me to be one
of his groomsmen.
The problem is. I do not
approve of the woman he is
She's controlling.
marrying
talks down to him, and degrades
him in front of family and
friends. I think she is just
plain cold-hearted. She is the
same way with friends and
fanuly. He makes excuses for
4)0.000. I allocated one-third
her behavior. so I know he
ia that for her, the rest tit 111)
sees it as well.
1ANC1111.\. she
Patent n•nttl
Should I still stand up in
had not been assigned a per
his wedding. even though I
center of anything
don't think they should he marRita is Ner), upset that I
. If I don't. it is sure to
ried'
did not make her my sole benput extreme stress on our friendeficiary She says that "tradeship I have tried to talk to
C% Cr)'tonally.- a WOU,C ICJ%
hum hut he doesn't seem to
thing to the other spouse She
hear mc Help' -- RED FLAGS
says that by assigning her less
IN OHIO
than 100 percent. I base not
DEAR RED FLAGS: It
made her the No. 1 priority
takes character to take a stand
in my Me Based on your
and do what is nght. Being a
knowledge and experience. is
member of the wedding party
her request reasonable, Or am
implies that you endorse the
marriage. Because you cannot
do that, yen need to level with
your friend, and explain that
III 1911 the hon.; ot s;mak
s ilk, the Pala.. theatre. nipeneti • because you care so much for
him and his future, you canID New 'fork I its
In 191%. I tench eomposer
not he in his wedding. Do it
ande Delseisss died in Paris
soon, so you can be replaced
In ft)'." the tresi:s of Rome
without a hassle.
istahlisheet the 1.tareirean lEcom nni
MOO
t ommunits
DEAR ABBY: When taking
In 197.c King Vassal nil Saudi
ads dotage ot. a restaurant's offer
death ts. a
Srafsea was shot
of 'buy one meal. get one
iwrix•%% %%oh a holon ol mental
free.- what is the proper was
attics, lb.' nefiK.-ss was behead
to calculate the tip'' Should a
eel in low
percentage be calculated on
the price of the tint meal only,
for which the diners are actuHOW
ally billed, or for the value
YOUCIDTA)( var/
•D-malus..- Tow INTIVIEST11161 of the two meals combined.'
Also, what is the current tip
percentage for adequate service' (A free dinner is riding
on your answer' -- STUCK
FOR THE TIP
DEAR STUCK: The current tip percentage for 'adequate- senice in a restaurant
raw is 15 percent. And, when taking ads antage of the "buy one.
get one free" offer, you should
calculate the tip as though you
had actually paid for Llie two
meals Iles called not stiffing
the server

Ow Abby

TellaviaMisiery
By Ilse Aiirinciessal._Press
%laid) 2C,
I iselas is
54111 t.LO tnt 211111h There are
'%1 el.'s • lett in the seal
I oda%'s Highlight in Hiuors
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